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Abstract. The magic rewriting focuses on relevant data but suffers from additional rules,
predicates, and tuples that are generated in search for the relevant data. Reducing the arity of

predicates can cut down the number of such rules, predicates, and tuples by an exponential factor.
In this paper, we consider a subclass of linear single-IDB programs and show that the magic
rewriting can be decomposed in such a way that it is applied to only programs having smaller

arities and fewer recursive rules, without losing the binding capacity. The decomposed rewriting is

shown to be much more efficient than the standard one and amenable to distributed and parallel
environments. The considered subclass significantly generalizes recursions previously proposed
for efficient implementation. The decomposed rewriting and the standard generalized magic
rewriting are extended to multi-binding queries in such a way that data relevant to one binding is

not necessarily considered as relevant to other bindings. The work in this paper shows the use of

tuple ID as an important technique in optimizing logic programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Mathe-

matical logic—logic programming; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—guewProcessms; 1.2..s
[Artificial Intelligence]: deduction and logtc programming

General Terms: Algorithms, Theory
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1. Introduction

The technique of magic rewriting was expressed for linear rules by Bancilhon

et al. [1986] and independently, by Rohmer et al. [1986]. Since then, several

generalizations have been reported.1 Generally speaking, the magic rewriting is

‘ See, for example, Beeri and Ramakrishnan [1987], Haddad and Naughton [1988]; Mumick et al.

[1990], Seki [1988], and Sacca and Zaniolo [1986].
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a transformation that, given a query and a program, produces a new program

whose search in computation is guided by the binding information in the query.

This new program is called a magic program and consists of two parts: the first

part searches for data in the given database that is relevant to answering the

query; the second part computes the answer by restricting to the relevant data.

The expectation is that, by focusing on a small fraction of the database that is

relevant to the query, the computation of the answer is (hopefully) less

expensive. In fact, it has been shown that a magic rewritten datalog program

evaluated by the semi-naive method is no less efficient and frequently more

efficient than the original program evaluated top-down [Unman 1989].

However, it is not always clear whether there is a benefit from the magic

rewriting if the same evaluation method such as the semi-naive evaluation is

used. This is so because the efficiency of the rewriting can be defeated if the

search for relevant data is too expensive. This happens because the number of

intermediate predicates, rules, and tuples generated in the search can grow

exponentially with the arity of predicates and because the magic rewriting does

not reduce the arity of predicates. A trivial example is when the entire

database is relevant to the query, in which case the magic rewriting may lose to

the evaluation without the rewriting due to additional magic rules and modified

rules. Even worse, the generated rules are usually connected through shared

recursive predicates. As a result, the rewritten computation is intensified

because more rules, relations. and recursions have to be computed. We believe

that the failures of reducing arity and of breaking up tight connection among

rules are major causes of the intensified computation.

It should be pointed out, however, that mymptotically the rewriting evalua-

tion does win against the direct evaluation without the rewriting. This is so

because the portion of irrelevant data can be arbitrarily large, whereas the size

of magic programs is bounded above by an exponential of the arity of

predicates. As such. the magic rewriting is still an important optimization

technique for deductive databases, at least, in theory. In practice, on the other

hand, one is more concerned with the following issues: (a) database is not

always large, (b) it is not always easy to know how large the database must be

for the magic rewriting to win, and (c) even when the magic rewriting wins, one

wants it to win more substantially. These practical concerns lead to the

following question: Can the search for relevant data in the rewriting be made

cheaper so that the method wins and wins more substantially in a wider range

of database sizes? This is the background of the problems to be considered

here.

In this paper, we present a decomposed magic rewriting that preserves the

spirit of the magic rewriting but overcomes the difficulty of intensified compu-
tation. The decomposed rewriting restricts the search space as in the standard

magic rewriting, but reduces the arity of predicates and breaks up tight

connection of mutual recursion. This rewriting is applicable to a subclass of

linear single-IDB programs, called 2-D decomposable programs (with respect to

the given query). The name “2-D decomposition” refers to the (horizontal)

decomposition of recursive rules and the (vertical) decomposition of argument

positions of the IDB predicate. There are two phases in the rewriting, the

decomposition phase and the rewriting phase. In the decomposition phase,

recursive rules are partitioned into blocks R,, ..., RC, and argument positions

of the IDB predicate are partitioned into blocks A 1, ..., A,, so that each R, is
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responsible for computing values in positions of Al. All positions that are not

computed in R, are removed and the IDB predicate is renamed to a new

predicate. In other words, the decomposition produces a collection of subpro-

grams that have smaller arities and share no recursive predicates. In the

rewriting phase, a modified magic rewriting is applied to each subprogram

based on the binding of the query in the computed positions. Unlike the

standard magic rewriting, however, magic sets locally computed in subprograms

are shared so that the bottom-up evaluation in each subprogram is still

restricted by magic filters of the original program. As a result, no binding

capacity is lost in pursuing the goal of decomposition. (An example illustrating

this point will be given in Example 4.1.2 in Section 4.) This feature makes our

method more than a decomposition followed by a standard magic rewriting.

Finally, the answer to the original query is obtained by a few joins, selections,

and projections, in terms of the partial answers computed by subprograms.

This work attacks a number of important open problems in the current

research. The work on left-linear, right-linear, and mixed-linear rules in

Naughton et al. [1989a] made a good observation that led to algorithms

outperforming the standard magic rewriting, but the approach is limited. The

idea is to separate the bound arguments from the free arguments and to

project out argument positions that are preserved by recursive rules. In

right-linear rules, the query must have a bound value in every position that is

modified by the rules or constrained by EDB subgoals, whereas in left-linear

rules the query must have a free variable in every such position. Since this

separation requires a match between the binding pattern of the query and the

syntax of all recursive rules, that method is not applicable for other binding

patterns. Another related limitation is the one adornment assumption made in

that approach, that is, recursive rules must preserve the adornment of the

recursive predicate. The factoring technique in Naughton et al. [1989b] general-

izes somehow the work in Naughton et al. [1989a] such as allowing nonlinear

recursive rules, but still suffers from the above limitation. Since the factorabil-

ity is undecidable, the only case in which that technique was shown to be

decidable is essentially the right-linear and left-linear rules considered in

Naughton et al. [1989a]. However, the work in Naughton et al. [1989b] did

present an advancement by taking the view of predicate decomposition; but the

decomposition was restricted to only binary one. In Naughton [1988], a class of

separable recursions is defined for which there is an arity-reduced evaluation

algorithm. Unfortunately, the name “separable recursions” is not well justified

by the style of that algorithm—all recursive rules are still computed in one

loop, making it difficult to distribute or parallelize the computation. The strong

syntax restriction on separable recursions is another problem. In comparison,

our decomposed rewriting has the following important features.

—2-D decomposable programs substantially and systematically generalize left-

linear, right-linear, mixed-linear rules Naughton et al. [1989a] as well as

separable recursions Naughton [1988], in terms of the application domain.

The transformations for left-linear and right-linear rules can be derived
from our rewriting in the degenerate case where the partitions of rules and

of argument positions are singletons, whereas the transformation for mixed-

linear rules can be derived in the degenerate case of binary partitions. We

will give such derivations in appendix at the end of the paper. Since general
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partitions are considered here, more programs can be rewritten by our

method and arity reduction is much more effective.

—The query is allowed to have bound values in any positions and recursive

rules are not required to preserve adornments in the rewriting.

—The improvement of the performance is twofold: (a) the size of rewritten

programs is cut down, both in the number of rules and in the number of

recursive predicates, from a multiplicative complexity to an additive com-

plexity; (b) each rewritten subprogram computes only a projection of rela-

tions computed by the standard magic program that uses the same sideway

information passing strategy [Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1987, Unman 1985,

1988]. There is, however, an overhead introduced by a new ID argument

position that is needed to combine decomposed tuples at the end of

computation. The overhead can be justified by the gain from avoiding the

cascading blowup of both the program size and the relation size suffered in

the standard magic rewriting. In fact, a careful implementation of the ID

position will eliminate the overhead. These results and issues will be pre-

sented and considered in Section 5.

—The decomposed rewriting allows further optimization in a number of ways.

First, the evaluation can be easily distributed or parallelized because it

consists of evaluating a few subprograms that share no recursive predicates.

Second, the result of an evaluated subprogram can be used to remove

useless tuples in evaluation of other subprograms. Third, in the case that not

all positions are queried, which is quite common in practice, only subpro-

grams responsible for the queried positions need to be evaluated. Fourth, if

the query has a bound value in all positions computed by some subprogram,

it is possible to avoid the time-consuming evaluation of modified rules in

that subprogram in a way similar to the case of right-linear rules. These will

be elaborated in Section 6.

—Since the rewriting is done independently for each subprogram, for each new

query binding the rewriting is redone only for those subprograms for which

the binding pattern has been changed. For all other subprograms, the old

magic programs can be used provided that the magic seeds are replaced.

The decomposed rewriting is also extended to multi-binding queries where

the binding in a query is specified by a relation, not by a tuple. This generalizes

the context maintaining transformation [Kent et al. 1990] or the extended

transformation [Mumick and Pirahesh 1991b] for left-linear, right-linear, and

mixed-linear rules to 2-D decomposable programs, while preserving the spirit

of decomposition. We also modify the generalized magic rewriting [Beeri and

Ramakrishnan 1987; Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki 1988; Unman 1988] for general
programs to handle such multi-binding queries in a way that guarantees no

interaction among computations for different bindings. Such a context main-

taining transformation presents an alternative to the generalized magic rewrit-

ing [Berri and Ramakrishnan 1987: Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki 1988; Unman

1988] in which data relevant to one binding is always considered to be relevant

to other bindings. As one of the main contributions, the notion of tuple ID is

introduced and shown to be an important technique in optimizing computation

of linear rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some

basic terms in deductive databases and describes the steps of the magic

rewriting for linear single-IDB programs. Section 3 starts with a motivating
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example and then defines formally the class of 2-D decomposable programs. In

Section 4, we present our decomposed magic rewriting on 2-D decomposable

programs. In Section 5, we prove some properties of the rewritten program that

establish both the correctness and the performance of our rewriting. In Section

6, we discuss further optimizations for the rewritten program. In Section 7, we

extend our decomposed rewriting to multi-binding queries for 2-D decompos-

able programs. Extension of the generalized magic rewriting [Berri and Ra-

makrishnan 1987; Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki 1988; Unman 1988] to multi-bind-

ing queries is also considered. In Section 8, a conclusion is given. In the

Appendix at the end of the paper, we show that 2-D decomposable programs

and their rewritings systematically generalize some related work previously

proposed for efficient implementation.

2. Preliminaries

We give some definitions required for the rest of the paper.

2.1. PROGRAMS AND SEMANTICS. Assume that there is an underlying first-
order language without function symbols. A program is a finite set of clauses

called rules of the form: z

/4– A1,..., Am

m > 0, where A, called the head, is an atom of an ordinary predicate, and

Al, . . . . A,,,, called the body, stands for the conjunction A ~ A . . . A Am; each

A, is called the subgoal and is an atom of either an ordinary predicate or a

built-in predicate chosen from = ,>, <,+, >,<. In this paper, recon-

sider only safe rules as defined in Unman [1988]. Predicates that are found in

the head of some rule are called IDB predicates, and all other predicates are

called EDB predicates. A rule is a basis rule if all its subgoals are instances of

EDB predicates; otherwise it is a rzorzbasis rule. Each EDB predicate is

associated with a stored relation, and each IDB predicate is associated with a

relation defined by the program and the associated EDB relations, as described

below. For each predicate p of arity k, p[i] denotes the ith position of p for

an integer 1 S i S k.
The dependency graph of a program has all predicates as the nodes and has

an edge from p to q if p is found in the body and q is found in the head of the

same rule. p is mutually recursile with q if the dependency graph has a cycle

containing both p and q. A rule is recursilje if some predicate in its body is

mutually recursive with the predicate in the head. A predicate is recursille if it

is contained in a cycle. The arity of a program is the maximal arity of recursive

predicates. A program is linear if, in every recursive rule, there is at most one

subgoal whose predicate is mutually recursive with the head predicate. A

single-IDB program has only one IDB predicate. In this paper, we will consider

only linear single-IDB programs. By introducing = subgoals, without loss of

generality, we may assume that rules are rectified [Unman 1988]; that is, no

variable is found more than once in the head of each rule. For a single-IDB

program, by renaming of variables, we can further assume that all heads of
rectified rules are identical.

‘The absence of function symbols and negations is only for the sake of simplicity of presentation.
The results in this paper can be generalized to function symbols and negations in the same way as
the standard magic rewriting was so generalized.
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A quety on a predicate p is given in form of p(d), where Z is a vector of

variables, called free variables, and constants, called bound values. Assume that

P is a program with a predicate p. For a given query Q = p( i?), the answer to

the query Q with respect to P, or simply the answer to Q(P), is a relation for

p defined by the least fixed point semantics of programs [Unman 1988]: a tuple

p(t) is in the answer if and only if p(t) is in the least fixed point of P and t is a

ground instantiation of d. In general, for any predicate instance p(7), not

necessarily the one for the query, where d is a vector of variables and

constants, the relation for p(d) is defined to be the set of tuples p(t) such that

p(t) are in the least fixed point of P and t are ground instantiation of Z. We

assume that the least fixed point is computed by some naive or semi-naive

evaluation algorithm as described in Bancilhon and Ramariskhnan [19861 and

Unman [1988].

7~. MA~~~ R~w~rr~NG. We consider the magic rewriting for only linear

single-IDB programs and give only an informal description of it. For motivating

materials and a complete treatment in general cases, we suggest that the

reader refer to Banulhan et al. [1986], Beeri and Ramakrishnan [1987], and

Unman [1985, 1988].

An important concept in the magic rewriting is that of sideway information
passing strategy (sips for short) introduced by Unman [1988]. Informally. for a

rule of a program, a sips represents a decision about the order in which the

predicates of the rule will be evaluated, and how values for variables are passed

from predicates to other predicates during evaluation. In particular, a sips

describes how binding passed to a rule’s head by unification are used to

evaluate the predicates in the rule’s body. We will specify a sips for a recursive

rule by an ordering of the subgoals in the body. The subgoals on the left of the

subgoal for the IDB predicate p are called sips-used. Given a linear single-IDB

program P and a query Q = p(ii) on the IDB predicate p, the magic rewriting

generates the following kinds of rules.
2.~.l Adorned RI~/es. A set of adorned rules, denoted Pa’l, is obtained as

follows: Let A be the initially unmarked adornment of p, which is a sequence

of b’s and f’s such that the ith element of A is a b (for bound) if d has a

bound value in ith position, or an f (for free), otherwise. For each recursive

rule r and each unmarked adornment a of the predicate in the head, generate

an adorned rule of r as follows [Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1988]: choose a sips

for r, and define recursively an argument of a predicate instance to be bound if

either it is bound in the adornment a, or it is a constant, or it is found in an

EDB subgoal that contains a bound variable and is sips-used. Thus, the sources

of bindings are (i) the constants and (ii) the bindings in the head of the rule.
These bindings are propagated through the subgoals for EDB predicates that

are sips-used in the chosen sips. This defines an adornment for the p predicate

in the body, which is unmarked if it is first generated. The nonbasis adorned
rule of a recursive rule r, for the adornment a and the chosen sips, is obtained

by replacing each p predicate in r with its adorned version and by attaching

the chosen sips, where the adorned version of p for an adornment ~ is

denoted by an adorned predicate of form p ~. The attached sips will be used to

select EDB subgoals in constructing magic rules below. This adorned rule of r

is added to Pad. The above processing is repeated until no more unmarked

adornment of p is generated. Then all basis rules for p in P are added to Pad,
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and for each adornment a generated fo~ p, a basis adorned rule of form

p“(~): –p(~) is added to Pad, where X is a vector of distinct variables.

Instead of constructing an adorned rule for every pair of a basis rule in P and

an adornment, as in the standard construction [Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan

1986, Beeri and R~makrish~an 1987, Unman 1988], we introduce only one

adorned rule p “(X): –p( X) for each adornment a, by first computing the

initial relation for p through basis rules in P. This modification reduces the

number of adorned rules, and it is mainly for the sake of convenience in the

later presentation.

2.2.2 Magic Rules. Magic rules are generated from the adorned rules Pad as

follows: For each nonbasis adorned rule with a p” subgoal in the body, (i)

erase all subgoals that are not sips-used according to the attached sips, (ii)

replace the adorned predicate p” in the body by the magic predicate m .p”
and erase the nonbound arguments, (iii) in the head, erase all the nonbound

arguments and replace the adorned predicate p p in the head by the magic

p and (iv) exchange the two magic predicate instances. Finally,predicate m _p ,
the magic seed m _p ‘(ii?’) is added to the set of magic rules, where A is the

adornment determined by the binding pattern of the query, and iiib is the

bound values in d. Intuitively, magic rules compute all the bindings that are

“reachable” from the magic seed, that is, from the binding in the query. These

bindings define the relevant sub-space of data in the bottom-up evaluation of

the adorned rules, to be described in modified rules below. The bindings for

magic predicates are called magic sets, or sometimes, magic filters. Magic

predicates of arity zero are treated as constant TRUE; if such a magic

predicate is found in the head of a rule, the rule is ignored, and if such a magic

predicate is found in a subgoal of a rule, the subgoal is ignored. This treatment

is needed so that the magic rewriting preserves the original rules in the case

that the query has no bound values.

2.2.3 Modified Rules. Modified rules are generated from the adorned rules

P“’~ as follows: For every adorned rule whose head is p “(~~ modify the rule

by adding in the body the magic predicate instance m _p “(Xb), where ~b is

the list of bound arguments in the head. In other words, m _p”( ~b) serves as a

filter on tuples derived in the head so that their bindings in the bound positions

are reachable from the initial binding in the query. A modified rule is either

basis or nonbasis, depending on whatever its originating adorned rule is.

The magic program of P (with respect to Q), usually denoted P“zg, consists

of all magic rules and all modified rules constructed above. The answer to the

query Q(p) is equal to the set of tuples t for pA that are in the least fixed
point of the magic program and are ground instantiation of ii. Since each

position of p can be either bound or free, the number of adorned predicates

can be 2“, where n is the arity of the IDB predicate p. Since one nonbasis

adorned rule is generated for each pair of a recursive rule in P and an

adornment of p, the number of non-basis adorned rules can be K * 2“, and so

can the number of nonseed magic rules and the number of non-basis modified

rules, where K is the number of recursive rules in P. Therefore, theoretically

the size of magic programs can grown exponentially with the arity of the
original program.

2.3. PREVIOUS WORK. Right-linear, left-linear, mixed-linear rules

[Naughton et al. 1989a] and separable rules [Naughton 1988] and their trans-
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formations were previously identified as having better performance than the

magic rewriting. To compare our method with them, we restate definitions of

these rules below. Their associated transformations can be found in Naughton

[1988] and Naughton et al. [1989a].

Definition 2.3.1 (Right-Linear Rules). A set of rules is right-linear with

respect to a query if each recursive rule has the form

p(xl, . . ..x.n, Y1, yl):yl#l, l#l,. ... tjk, p(w’l,. ... wm, Y1, q),, q),

for fixed m and n, where the m leftmost argument positions of p are bound in

the query and the following conditions hold:

—+, are all subgoals with EDB predicates,

—~ are all distinct variables and each is found exactly twice in the rule, that

is, once in the head and once in the recursive subgoal (in the same position

as in the head), and

—each ~ either is found in *1, ..., ~~ or is one of Xl, ..., X~.

Definition 2.3.2 (Left-Linear Rules). A set of rules is left-linear with respect

to a query if each recursive rule has the form

p(x~,..., x,n,,,,,yn):yn): –p(x~,..., xm,v~,vn)>+l, >,+~,.., +~,

for fixed m and n, where the m leftmost argument positions of p are bound in

the query and the following conditions hold:

—$, are all subgoals of EDB predicates,

—Each X, is different from Yl,. . . . Y., P’l, . . . . V..

—Xl are not found in $1, . . . . *L.

Without the condition that X, are not found in +,, ..., t~, the rules are

called pseudo-left-linear.

Definition 2.3.3 (Mixed-Linear Rules). A set of rules is mixed-linear with

respect to a query if each recursive rule is either right-linear or left-linear with

respect to the query.

A generalization of right-linear, left-linear, and mixed-linear rules is pre-

sented in Naughton et al. [1989b]. An issue of choosing partial binding

information given in the query for efficient implementation is considered in

Mumich and Pirahesh [1991]. The following is our generalization of the

separable recursions proposed in Naughton [1988].

Definition 2.3.4 (Generalized Separable Recursions). Consider a linear single-

IDB recursion. A variable in a recursive rule is shifting if it is found in position

p[t ] in the head (recall that p[t ] denotes position t of p) and in position p[s]
in the p instance in the body, where t # s. Let p be defined by recursive rules

rl,. ... r~. Let p,H be the argument positions of p such that in the head of r,
each argument position in p,H shares a variable with a non-recursive predicate

in the body of r,. Similarly, let p,B be the argument positions of p such that in

the p instance in the body of r, each argument position in plB shares a variable

with a nonrecursive predicate in the body of r,. Then the recursion is separa-
ble if

—for 1 s i s n, plH = p,B,
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—for 1< i < n and i < j < n, either plH = plH or p,H and plH are disjoint,

— U ~. ~ptH does not contain all positions of p, or for some i < j s n, plH # p;,
and

—no rJ contains shifting variables in positions not in u:= ~p,H.

3. 2-D Decomposable Programs

In this section, we identify a class of linear single-IDB programs, called 2-D

decomposable programs, that can be decomposed into a collection of subpro-

grams having smaller arities and sharing no recursive predicates. In Section 4,

we will present a decomposed magic rewriting for 2-D decomposable programs,

which is shown in Section 5 to be more efficient than the standard magic

rewriting; in Appendix at the end of the paper, we will show that 2-D

decomposable programs generalize most recursions previously considered in

literature. We now consider an example to illustrate the spirit of the decompo-

sition. An example that assigns a real life meaning to predicates will be given in

Example 4.1.2 in Section 4.

Example 3.1. Consider a program P defining a single IDB predicate p:

rl: P(U, V, W, X,Y, Z): –a(U, V, S, Z), p(S, T, W, X,Y, Z)

rz: p(~, V, W, X,Y, Z): –b(W, T), p(U, V, T, X,Y, Z)

rj: p(u, v,w, x, Y,z): –c(z, x, T), p(u, v,w, T,Y, z)

rO: p(u, v, w, X,Y, z): –q(u, v, w, x, Y, z).

Suppose that the query Q is asking for the relation for P(3, A, 1, B, C, 5),

where 1,3,5 are bound values, and A, B, C are free variables. Importantly, P
can not be classified as left-linear, right-linear, or mixed-linear with respect

to Q [Naughton et al. 1989a, 1989b] because the separation of bound positions

(p[l], p[3], p[6], where p[i] denotes the ith position of p) and free positions

(P[2], P[4], P[5]) in the query does not match the separation of positions
preserved by all recursive rules (p[5], p[6]) and those not so preserved

(p[l], P[2], p[3], p[4]); therefore, the methods in Naughton et al. [1989a, 1989b]
can not be applied to reduce the arity of the program. However, a close look at

the program and the query reveals that an arity reduced evaluation is still

possible. Since the query has bound value 5 in position p[6] and since no
recursive rule changes values in this position, the argument in p[6] in every

rule, that is, variable Z, can be replaced with constant 5, and the program

becomes

rl: p(u, v, w, x, Y, 5): –a(U, V, S,5), p(S, T, W, X, Y,5)

rz: p(u, ~, ~, X, Y,5): –b(W, T), p(U, ~, T, X, Y,5)

r3 : p(u, v, w, X, Y,5): –c(5, X, T), p(U, ~, W, T, Y,5)

rO: p(u, v, J’V,x, Y, 5): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5).

In the following discussion, P refers to this new version. P has the following

interesting properties that allow a series rewritings of the program.

Property 1. Arguments on positions p[5] and p[6] are not changed by

recursive rules and are not essential in computing values in positions

{p[l], P[2], P[3], P[41}. Therefore, the projection of the answer to Q(P) on
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positions {p[l], p[2], p[3], p[4]} can be computed by the query Q‘ =

p’(3, A, 1, B) defined by P’:

r;: p’(U, V, W, X): –a(U, V, S,5), p’(S, T, W,X)

r;: p’(u, v>w, x): –b(w’, T), p’(u, v, T,x)

r;: p’(u, v,w, x): –c(5, x, T), p’(u, v, Fv, T)

r;: p’(u, v,w, x): –q(u>v, w,x, Y,5).

Based on this observation, our strategy of computing the answer to Q(P) is to

compute the answer to Q ‘(P’) and “append” to it the values on positions

{p[5],p[6]}. In particular, let o-l = (cl, ~z, c~, CJ) be a tuple in the answer to

Q ‘(P ‘). If there is a tuple t in the relatlon for q(U, V, W, X, Y, 5) such that al

is derived from t by one or more applications of rules in P‘ and mz = ( C5, cb )

is the projection of tuple t on {q[5], q[61}, then tuple 012 = (cl, c~, cs, c~, cs, CG)
must be in the answer to Q(P). In fact, assume that ml is derived from t by a

sequence r~,, ..., r~k of rules in P‘. Then ml ~ can be derived from t by the

sequence r,,, ..., r,, of corresponding rules in P. Having observed that ml and

are derived from the same tuple t in the EDB relation for

~(?U,V, W, X, Y, 5), we say that tuples o-l and U1 have the same Originalip. This

argument can be repeated for construction of every tuple in the answer to

Q(P); that is, the value in positions {p[l], p[21, p[31, p[41} is a tuple in the

answer to Q‘( P‘) and the value in positions {P[5], p[61} is a tuple in the

projection of the relation for q(U, V, W, X, Y, 5) on {q[5], q[6]}, both having the

same originality.

To keep track of the originality of a derived tuple, we attach a unique ID, say

the machine address of a tuple, to each tuple in the relation for

q(U, V, W, X, Y, 5), and carry it through derivation of derived tuples—the only
requirement on such IDs is that different q-tuples be attached different IDs.

This can be implemented easily by rewriting the rules of P‘ into P“:

r;: p’(u, v,w, x, –): –a(U, V, S,5), p’(S, T, W,X, ‘)

r;: p’(u, v,w, x, –): –b(w, T), p’(u, v, T,x, –)

r;: p’(u, v,w, x, –): –C(5, x, T), p’(u, v, W,T, –)

r:: p’(u, v,w, x, –): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5, –),

where symbol – in an argument position denotes a special variable different

from all other variables denoted by letters and is intended to give the ID of the

originating q tuple. In each rule, the ID is simply passed from the derived
tuple m the body to the tuple derived m the head, to reflect that both are

derived from the same q tuple. Then from the above discussion, the answer to

Q(P) can be computed by the rules of P“ plus the rule

p(3, A,l, B, C,5): –p’(3, A,l, B, –), qO(C,5, –),

where qO is the projection of the ID-augmented q on the last three positions,

and the shared variable – in the two subgoals enforces the constraint of having

the same originality. With the above rewritings, the arity of the IDB predicate

is reduced from 6 of p to 5 of p‘.
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Property 2. Now we consider computing p‘ defined by P“. An inspection of

rules in P“ tells the following: r! changes values in positions {p ‘[l], p ‘[2]} and

preserves values in all other positions; rj changes values in position {p ‘[3]} and

preserves values in all other positions; and r: changes values in position {p’[4]}

and preserves values in all other positions. In other words, values in positions

{p’[l], P’[21} can be computed by

ql(u, v, –): –a(u, v,s,5), q,(s, T, –)

ql(u, v, –): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5, –):

values in position {p ‘[3]} can be computed by

qz(w, –): –b(w, T), q,(T, –)

q2(w, –): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5, –);

and values in position {p ‘[4]} can be computed by

q~(x, –): –c(5, x, T), q3(T, –)

qs(x, –): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5, –),

where each pair of rules are obtained from a recursive rule and the basis rule

in P“ by removing the positions of p‘ preserved by the recursive rule and by

renaming predicate p‘ into a new predicate. It is important to notice that the

positions removed in each pair are not necessarily preserved by all recursive

rules. This makes an important difference between our decomposition ap-

proach and the arity reduction in left-linear and right-linear rules that removes

only positions that are preserved by all recursive rules. By the same argument

as in Property 1, the relation for p ‘(3, A, 1, B, – ) can be computed by the rule

p’(3, A,l, B, –): –ql(3, A, –), qz(l, –), q’j(B, –).

In summary, together with the earlier discussion the answer to the original

query Q(P) can be computed by the above rules for predicates ql, qz, q~ and

the rule

p(3, A,l, B,c,5): –q1(3, A, –), q2(l, –), q3(B, –), qo(c,5, –).

As a result, instead of computing the original program P that has three

recursive rules and arity 6, we now compute one program of arity 3 (for ql ),
two programs of arity 2 (for qz and q~), all having only one recursive rule and
sharing no recursive predicates. Importantly, by computing the new predicates

ql, qz, qs, we have avoided a blowup of the number of generated tUPleS aS
compared to computing the original predicate p. To see this, let A ~ =

{p[l], P[21}, Az = {P[31}, and As = {P[41}. In computing P, each Pair {r,, ro}
generates values on positions A, independently of values on other positions,

i = 1, 2, 3, so if n, tuples are generated by {r,, rO} on positions Al, then n ~nz n~
tuples will be generated for p. In computing ql, qz, q3, on the other hand, only
n ~ + nz + n3 tuples on the positions of p are generated by recursive rules.
However. there is an overhead caused by the added ID position in the

computation of q,: multiple tuples that differ only in the ID position could be

derived while these tuples are only one tuple if IDs are ignored. This happens

when the value of a q,-tuple on non-ID positions is derived from more than
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one q-tuple. An analysis in Section 5 will show that the decomposed computa-

tion is worthwhile if partitions of recursive rules and argument positions of p
have many blocks.

This example illustrates two important techniques: (a) Argument positions

and recursive rules are partitioned so that each block of recursive rules

computes values for exactly one block of argument positions; all positions that

are not computed in a block of rules are projected out. The projected rules for

each block are called a projected subprogram. (b) An extra ID position is

added to each derived predicate to hold the identity of the very first tuple for

each derivation. This ID is later used to assemble the final answer from tuples

computed by projected subprograms. Using these techniques, the original

program is rewritten into a collection of projected subprograms with the

following properties: First, each projected subprogram has a reduced arity; in

fact, with the ID position ignored the sum of arities of all projected subpro-

grams is no more than the arity of the original program. Second, each

projected subprogram has fewer recursive rules; in fact, total number of

recursive rules in all subprograms is equal to the number of recursive rules in

the original program. Third, the projected subprograms share no recursive

predicates and therefore can be evaluated in parallel without communications.

In the rest of this section, we formally define a class of linear single-IDB

programs that can be decomposed in the spirit of Example 3.1. We assume that

P is a linear single-IDB program and that Q is a query on the IDB predi-

cate p.

Definition 3.2. A position p[t ] is persistent with respect to (P, Q) if the

following conditions hold for every recursive rule r in P: (a) The same variable

is found in position t of the two p instances, and (b) this variable is found

nowhere else in r unless Q has a bound value in position p[t ]. A position that

is not persistent is called a nonpersistent position. pers(P, Q), or simply pers,
denotes the set of persistent positions with respect to (P, Q).

Unless otherwise stated, a persistent position always refers to a position

persistent with respect to (P, Q). Condition (a) requires that values in a

persistent position not be changed; condition (b) requires that no constraint in

the form of shared variables be enforced between a persistent position and the

rest of the rule unless Q has a bound value in that persistent position. The

later exception is allowed because any such shared variable can be substituted

with the bound value of Q in that persistent position. It must be emphasized

that a position p[t ] is persistent only if these conditions are satisfied for p[t ] in

evey recursive rule in the program. We associate a (possibly empty) substitu-

tion O-P with P: For each persistent position p[t ] where Q has a bound value
c. o-r contains X/c, for the variable X in position p[t ] in heads of rules (since

all heads are identical, such X is unique). Let the calligraphic version @ of P

denotes the program obtained by substituting variables with constants in every

rule according to ~P. The following can be easily verified.

?LEMMA 3.3. P is equivalent to P with respect to Q, in the sense that the
answer to Q(P) is the same as the answer to Q(9).

Until up to Section 7, we will consider only the calligraphic version @

defined as above. We assume that ~ has the recursive rules r,,. ... r~, k > 1.

To define 2-D decomposable programs, we need the following definitions. Let
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Q’ be obtained from Q by replacing the bound value in every nonpersistent

position with a free variable. Thus, Q’ has a free variable in every nonpersis-

tent position of p and agrees with Q on all persistent positions.

Definition 3.4. For each recursive rule r, in Y, we define c, to be the set of

positions of p that are not persistent with respect to ({r,}, Q’).

Intuitively, c, is the set of nonpersistent (with respect to (P, Q)) positions

that are either changed or constrained (in form of shared variables in the body)

in r,. c1 does not contain any position in pem(P, Q) because every position in

pers(P, Q) is persistent with respect to ({r,}, Q ‘). Since each nonpersistent (with

respect to (P, Q)) position is either changed or constrained (in form of shared

variables in the body) in at least one recursive rule, each nonpersistent (with

respect to (P, Q)) position must belong to at least one c, for some r,. The

following notion of connectivity determines a partition of positions of p.

Definition 3.5. Recursive rules r, and r] are connected if either c1 n c1 # 0
or there exists some recursive rule r~ such that c, n CL # @ and r~ and rJ are

connected. The connectivity partitions the set of recursive rules in @ into

equivalence classes el, ..., eC, c > 1, so that r, and r are in the same class if

and only if they are connected. For each class e =(r,,,..., rim}, dyrz, denotes

positions cl, u . . . u C,m, called the dynamic positions in e,; stat denotes the

positions of p that are not in dynl, called the static positions in e,.

Essentially, dyn, is the set of positions of p that are changed or constrained

(in form of shared variables in a rule body) by e,, but not by any e, for j # i;
sta, is the set of positions of p that are not changed or constrained by e,, but

are by some other e, for j # i. In comparison, the notion of persistence (with

respect to (P, Q)) captures the “stability” of argument positions with regard to

all recursive rules as a whole, whereas the notion of staticness does this with

regard to a subset of the recursive rules, that is, one class, at a time. The

following fact is easy to see:

Fact 3.6. {dynl,. . . . dynC, pers} is a partition of the positions of p, where

dyn, #@ forl<i <c.

Sometimes, an ordering of the positions in dyrz, (respectively, stat and pers)
is needed, which we assume is their relative order in predicate p.

Example 3.7. Consider program 9 and query Q in Example 3.1. We have

pers = {P[5], p[61}, c1 = {p[l], p[21}, Cz = {P[31}, c~ = {p[41}. The partition of
recursive rules is {e, = {rl}, e2 = {r2}, e~ = {r3}}, and dynl = cI, dynz = cZ,

dyn~ = c~, stal = {P[31, p[41, p[51, p[6]}, sta2 = {p[l], p[21, p[41, p[51, P[61}, sta~

= {P[l]> P[21,P[31,P[51,P[61).

The following lemma states a syntax property of rules in e,.

LEMMA 3.8. El)ey recursive rule in class e, has the following form, up to
reordering of positions of p,

p(z,, ~): –l& ?... >LP(FW),

such that

(1) ~,, ~ are uectors of arguments in positions dynl, and ~ is a uector of
arguments in positions stal,
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(2) ifa constant c is found in ~, say in position p[t ], then p[t ] is persistent and Q
has c in position p[t ], and

(3) el’ey variable in ~ is found in the rule exact~ twice, once in the head and
once in the p instance in the body, both in the same position.

PROOF. Let r, be a recursive rule in e,.

(1)

(2)

(3)

We prove that, for every position p[t ] in stat, the same argument is found

in position p[t ] of both p instances in r]. Clearly, this is true if p[t ] is a

persistent position. Assume that p[t ] is a nonpersistent position. From

Definition 3.5, p[t ] z c,, and from Definition 3.4, the same argument is

found in position p[t ] of both p instances in r,. Thus, (1) is proved.

This follows from the construction of ~ and the assumption that the

original program P is rectified. From the construction of 9, there is

rectified rule s in P such that r, is a(s), where substitution o replaces

only variables in persistent positions with bound values in Q. Now suppose

that a constant c in ~ is found in a nonpersistent position p[ t ]. Then, from

(1), c is also found in position p[t]of the head of s, contradicting that s is
rectified. Thus, c is found only in a persistent position whereby Q has c as

a bound value.

Assume that a variable V in ~ is found in a position p[t]. Based on (1), V

is found in the same position of p in both the head and the derived

subgoal. If p[t ] is persistent, by Definition 3.2, V is found nowhere else in

rJ (otherwise, V would have been replaced by bound values in Q as in the

construction of rules in J?); if p[t] is not persistent, the same follows from

Definition 3.4 and the fact that p[t ] G c,. So (3) is proved. ❑

From now on, whenever a recursive rule in ~ is written in the form of the

rule in Lemma 3.8, it is+u.nderstood that X,, ~ are vectors of arguments in

positions dyn, and that ~ N a vector of arguments in positions stat. It must be

noted, however, that these arguments are not necessarily positioned as in that

rule; that is, the positions dyn, are always on the left of the positions stat. Our

choosing the rule form in Lemma 3.8 is just for the convenience of naming

variables. What is really important about Lemma 3.8 is that only the rules in e,

can derive new values for positions dyrz, and that positions sta, in these rules

are irrelevant to such derivations. Therefore, as far as computing values for

positions dynt is concerned, we need to consider only rules in e, and only

positions dyn, of p. This motivates the following definitions.

Definition 3.9. Let 9, Q - p(d) be given as before. Assume that the set of

recursive rules in ~ is partitioned into equivalent classes el, . . . . eC. For each

recursive rule r

()
++

()p A’L,y :–ql>. ... qk>p T;;,f

in e,, II,(r) denotes the rule

and for each basis rule r

Ppti?): –vJ,,..., *k

in 9, where ~, is a vector of arguments in positions dyn,, IIz( r) denotes the

rule
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II,(r) is called the projected rule of r on dyn,. We define D, to be

{II,(r)lr G e,} u {IIl(r)lr is a basis rule in 9},

and we define Q, to be the query q,( d, ), where i?, is the restriction of d on

positions dyn,. Dl,..., DC is called the rule decomposition, and QI,. ... QC is

called the query decomposition, with respect to (9, Q).

Example 3.10. Continue with Example 3.7. D1 contains two rules

IIl(rl): ql(u, V): –a(U, V, S,5), ql(S, T)

r12(ro): ql(u, v): –q(u, v, w, X, Y,5);

Dz contains two rules

IIz(rz): q~(w): –b(w>T), qz(T)

IIz(rO): q,(w): –q(u, v, w, X, Y,5);

D~ contains two rules

Hq(rs): qs(x): –c(5>x, T), q3(T)

II~(rO): q~(x): –q(u, v, W, X, Y,5).

The query decomposition is QI = ql(3, A), Qz = q,(l), Q~ = qJC).

The importance of these definitions is told by the following theorem:

THEOREM 3.11 (PROJECTION THEOREM). The projection of the answer to
Q(P) onto dyn, is equal to the answer to Q,(D,).

PROOF. This follows essentially from Lemmas 3.3, 3.8, and construction of

D, and Q,. ❑

Computing the projections in Theorem 3.11 is an important step in answer-

ing the query Q(P). Once such projections are computed, the answer to Q(P)
will be computed by the joins of these projections based on the condition of

having the same originality, as illustrated in Example 3.1. The detailed compu-

tation and formal proofs will be given in the next two sections.

Definition 3.12 (’2-D Decomposable Programs). Let P be a linear single-IDB

program, and let Q be a query on the IDB predicate p. (P, Q) is 2-D
decomposable if either pers(P, Q) # 0 or the set of recursive rules in @ has a

nonsingleton partition by the connectivity defined in Definition 3.5.

If the condition pers(P, Q) # 0 holds, the sum of arities of new recursive

predicates q,,..., q. is strictlY less than the aritY of the original recursive
predicate p; therefore, arity reduction is achieved. If the set of recursive rules

in @ has a nonsingleton partition, the rule decomposition is achieved. As an

example, (P, Q) in Example 3.1 is 2-D decomposable, where D, and Q, are

given as in Example 3.10, i = 1,2,3.

4. Decomposed Magic Rewriting

Assume that (P, Q) is 2-D decomposable, with the rule decomposition

D,,.. ., DC and the query decomposition QI,..., QC. In this section, we present

a modified magic rewriting that computes the answer to Q(P) in two steps: In
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the first step, the projection of the answer to Q(P) onto dyn, is computed by

the answer to query Q,(D, ), 1< i s c, as suggested by Theorem 3.11. A

straightforward method of doing this is to apply the standard magic rewriting to

each (D,, Q,) independently. The disadvantage is that the search space in the

obtained magic program is restricted only by bindings generated from the

binding in Q,, which is a subset of the binding in Q, and so the search space

does not focus (on relevant data) as well as if all bound values in Q are used.

This point will be instantiated by Example 4.1.2 and the comments following it

shortly. Instead, we are more interested in a modified rewriting for (D,, Q,)
where all bound values in Q are utilized in guiding the search for relevant data.

This way the decomposition of computation is achieved without sacrificing the

binding capability in comparison with the standard magic rewriting. In the

second step of the rewriting, answers to Q,( D, ), 1 < i s c, are assembled by a

few relational algebra operations to produce the desired answer to Q(P).

4.1. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS. The assumptions and notation below

will be used in the rest of the paper. Without loss of generality, we assume that

all positions in dyrz, are found to the left of all positions in dyn, for j < i and

that all positions in pers, if any, are found rightmost.

—a query, where A is the adornment and Z is the argument

vector,

—the restriction of adornments A and a of p on dyn,, 1 s i s c,
—the restriction of 2 on positions ~vrz,, 1 s i. s c,

—the bound values of ii in dynl, 1 s i s c,
—the restriction of adornments A and a of p on pers,
—the restriction of d on pers,

—the bound values of d in pers,

—a vector of distinct variables having the same arity as predi-

cate p,
—the restriction of Z? on dyrz,, 1 < i s c,

—the restriction of ~ on pers.

If pers = 0, all parameters with the subscript O have arity zero.

Assume that D~d is an adorned program obtained from (D,, Q,) by the

standard rewriting [Bancildhon et al. 1986; Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1987]. A,

denotes the set of adornments in D,’d. A, is nonempty because A, 6 Al. Let X

be the cross product that ignores any operand of arity zero. For x = Al, we

define A(x) to be the set of adornments obtained by replacing every element

( a ~,. ... a,, AO) in the cross product

Al X ““ X A,_l x {x} XAZ+, X . . . XA< X {Ao]

with the concatenation a ~ .”” aC AO. (Note that only the last operand above

may have arity zero, that is, when pers = 0.) When no confusion arises, we will

not distinguish an ordered sequence of adornments from their concatenation.

We will show in Lemma 5.1.1 that A(x) is the set of adornments in some

standard magic program for (9, Q). Let o = ~1 “”. ~,_ ~x/3,+ ~ “”” /3. AO be an

adornment in A(x), where ~, = AJ for j # i. Assume that m _q,PJ and m .ql’
are magic sets to be defined in the rewriting in Figure 1. We define

gm_p W= m_q~’ X . . . X mq,~j’ X nl_q~ X l?’_q~i’ “.” w_qc ~’ x {d:}.
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Inputi A linear single-IDB program P and a query Q on the IDB predicate p, such that (1’, Q) is
2-D decomposable; the rule decomposition Dl,. ... D=, and the query decornposhion Ql,. ... Q..
where D, and Q, correspond to positions dyn,.

Outputi Modified magic programs MA, computing the answers to queries Q,(DL), 1 < i < c, and
a nonrecursive answer rule that computes the answer to query Q( l’) in terms of the answers to

Q,(D,).
Method: Construct MZl from the adorned program D~d in steps A, B, and C.

A. Global Initialization. This step generates rules computing the initial relation for p and assigns

a unique ID to each initial tuple. These will include all basis rules in @ for p and the special

statement p‘: –ID P as defined above. Since this part is common to every W,, it should be
evaluated before any NL4, is evaluated.

B. Local Computation. This step generates rules computing the answer to Q,(D,) while memoriz-

ing the ID of the initial p tuple for each tuple of an adorned predicate.

B1.

B2.

B3.

Magic rules. MA, contains the magic seed m_ q>(2$), where ~ is the bound values in Q,
as assumed above. For each adorned rule in D1’J of form

%@): –+, )... >$k>q; (m), (1)

NL4L contains magic rule

w*_q;(@): -U:(r),ll l,j...)l, kr

obtained i~ the standard way [Bancilhon et aJ. 1986; Becri and Ramakrishnan 1987], where

W~ and Xb are the bound arguments in ~ and X, according to adornments y and x,
respectively, and ~,,, ..., +,, are EDB subgoals that are sips-used in that order in the

chosen sips for rule (l).

Basis modified rules. There are two options for basis modified rules. The choice, however,
must be the same for all JOI,, 1 < i s c, in a single rewriting.

Option I (Local magic filters): For each adornment r in At, MAl contains a rule

9:(fZ, –): –n-9:(m),P’(tij –), (2)

where ~ and @ are vectors of distinct variables as assumed earlier in this section, and ~

is the bound arguments in ~ according to x.

Option 11 (Global magic filters): For each adornment x in A,, &L4, contains all rules

%@, –): –W’_p~(ti’), p’(fZ –), for m= A(x). (3)

where U“b is the bound arguments in U according to adornment u.

Noubasis modified rules. For each adorned rule (1), MA, contains modified rule

9:(zj-): -n2_q:(r)j+l>....*k)9.))-))
where X~b is the bound arguments in ~ according to x.

C. Global Assembly. This step assembles answers to Q,(D,), 1 s t s c, into the answer to Q(F)
by the following answer rule:

arwp(~,, ..., FC,zo): –qf’(zl, –),..., q(ti:,:, –), qo(z”, –),
—,

where go is defined by q~,(~O,–): –p ‘(~, –). If pers = 0, the subgoal for qO and the
component 7(, in the head are ignored.

FIG. 1. Decomposed magic rewritin~
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(where gnz stands for “global magic”.) If the adornment ~ is all $’s, then
gm _pU is a relation of arity zero, and the expression gm _p’( ) is defined to be

the constant TRUE.

In Example 3.1, an ID position is used to keep track of the identity of tuples

in the relation for q from which derived tuples come. We now apply the same

technique to the modified rules for (Dl, Q,) by appending an extra ID position

to each adorned predicate. The extra ID position gives a value identifying the

initial p tuple (assigned by a basis rule) from which a derived tuple comes. We

call this value the Ill of the derived tuple. After relations for all adorned

predicates are computed, the IDs are used to construct the tuples in the

answer to Q(P), based on the condition of the same ID, as in Example 3.1.

More precisely, IDs are generated and manipulated as follows: First, initial

tuples for p are computed by the basis rules in ~ and are augmented with IDs

through a statement of form p‘: –ID p, where p‘ is a new relation of the arity

that is one greater than that of p. This statement creates a relation for p‘ as

follows: For each tuple u in the current relation for p, p‘ contains a tuple of

form (u, id) for some value id such that, for any pair of tuples (s, id) and (t, id’)

in p‘, id = id’ if and only if s = t. Thus, p‘ has exactly the same number of

tuples as the current relation for p. We are not too much concerned with how

to exactly choose IDs, as it can be done with no difficulty in practice. (For

example, a simple choice of IDs could be the machine addresses of tuples in

p.) In Example 3.1, a derivation of a derived tuple is identified by a tuple in the

EDB relation for q, so IDs are created in the EDB relation q. In general,

however, there may be more than one basis rule for the IDB predicate p and

there may be more than EDB subgoal in a basis rule. In that case, a derivation

of a derived tuple can not be simply identified by a single EDB tuple. In

general, we will choose to create IDs for the p tuples initialized by all basis

rules.

With p‘ created as above, each basis modified rule in the magic program for

(D,, Q,) has the form

q:(... ):), p... >p’(... >–),

and each nonbasis modified rule has the form

C#(... ):), q:(., q)>..., –)>

where the argument position for – is the added ID position, and argument –

is a special variable different from all other variables in the rules. In this

notation, however, it is meaningless to say that the added ID position is bound
or free; the adornments x and y address only the orlgmal posmons, not the ID

position. The decomposed rewriting is presented in Figure 1, in which it is

assumed that an adorned program D,”d for each pair (Dl, Q,) has been

constructed as in Bancilhon et al. [1986] and Beeri and Ramakrishnan [19871,

lsi <c.

In the next section, we will prove the correctness and discuss the perfor-

mance of the above rewriting. For the time being, we make comments on some

obvious properties of the rewriting and on the choice of Options I and II. The
following convention is used: MA: and JL4~I denote the program JL41 using

Options I and II, respectively. M!Al is used when this distinction is not needed.
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—A4AI is essentially the same as the standard magic program obtained from

Dad’ except that each adorned predicate is augmented with an extra ID

p&i’tion. The advantage of Option I is the complete independence in

computing programs MX ~, 1 s i s c; that is, once the relation p‘ is com-

puted (by rules in Step A) there will be no interaction among these

programs. This independence is highly desirable for parallel evaluation. The

disadvantage for Option I is that the search space in JL4~ is restricted only

by magic filters that are locally computed from bound values in Q,; bindings

in other Q, are ignored. As a result, data that are relevant in some MZ~ may

be irrelevant in the whole computation of the answer to Q(P).

—Option II, on the other hand, is aimed at a full utilization of the query

binding in all positions. As will be shown in Lemma 5.1.1, global magic filters

grn .p” used in basis modified rules (3) are magic sets computed by some

standard magic program for (~, Q), and thus, the search space for MA~l is
more restrictive than for MA:. However, such global magic sets are not

needed in non-basis modified rules in B3. The gain of the more restrictive

search in Option II is paid at the cost of a synchronization required at the

beginning of the bottom-up evaluation of modified rules, due to the sharing

of local magic sets—the modified rules are not evaluated until magic sets

are evaluated for all programs. Once the bottom-up evaluation of modified

rules starts, however, there will be no further interaction. Since evaluation of

modified rules usually constitutes a major portion of the whole computation,

only some minor independence is sacrificed because of this synchronization.

—The idea of adding the ID position is similar to that in the counting method

[Bancilhon et al. 1986; Sacca and Zaniolo 1986] that is, to reduce the arity of

the recursion by storing information about how each tuple in the intermedi-

ate relations was derived. However, there is a fundamental difference here:

In the counting method, the added position holds the depth of the recursion

for detecting termination of the computation, and arithmetic is involved. In

our method, the added position holds the ID of the initial p tuple of each

derivation, which is used to partition instantiation of rules and to assemble

the global answer in the final step. The ID is simply passed from the body to

the head in a rule, so no arithmetic is involved.

Example 4.1. L Consider program P and query Q = p(3, A, 1, B, C, 5) in

Example 3.1. From Example 3.7, dynl = {p[l], p[2]}, dynz = {p[3]}, dyrz~ =

{P[41}, and pers = {P[51,P[d}. The rule decomposition Dl, DZ, DS is given in
Example 3.10; the query decomposition is QI = q~1(3, A), Q2 = q~(l), Q~ =

q$( B), where Al = bf, AZ = b, AS = f, and & =@. Suppose that all subgoals
in the recursive rule of D, are sips-used in the order indicated in the body. We

obtain adorned programs D,ad as follows. D~~ cent ains adorned rule

q:f(u, v) : –a(U, V, S,5), q~~(S, T);

Djd contains adorned rule

q;(w): –b(w, T), q;(T);

and D;d contains adorned rule

q{(x): –c(5, x,~), qf(~),
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where the EDB subgoal on the left of the IDB subgoal in each rule is

sips-used. Thus, A ~ = {b~}, A ~ = {b}, A ~ = {~}. Then, magic programs NM, are

generated by our rewriting as follows:

A, Global Initialization. This part contains the basis rule

p(u, v,w’, X, Y,5): –q(u, v,w, x, Y,5)

in Y and the statement

p’: –,Dp.

B. Local Computation. First, we consider

rules

n_qff(3)

m_q:f(s): –a(u, P-, s,5

and modified rules

Option I. NL4~ contains magic

, m.qpf(u)

gy(?7, >u2, –): —n_q;f(u, ),p’(ul,l Jz3 U3, U4>U5>U6> -)

qff(u, v, –): –n’_qf’f(u), a(u, v,!s,5), qp(s, T, –).

MA\ contains magic rules

m-q:(l)

m-q$(T): –b(w, T

and modified rules

q;(u3, –): –m. q$’(u3), p’(ul

, m_q~(W)

U2, U3, U4, U5,U,, –)

q~(w, –): –n2_q~(w), b(w, T), q$(T, –).

MA~ contains no magic rules, but contains modified rules

q~(ui,–): ‘p’(ul,uz,”j,u~,us,ub,–)

q{(x, –): –C(5, x, T), q{(T, –),

where the magic filter m _q~( ) in the last two rules disappears as it corre-

sponds to TRUE.

Now we consider Option II. Let

gin-p bfbffb = m_q~f X m.q] X {5},

where the operand m .q~, which is of arity zero, has been omitted. LL4~I is the
same as MX~, i = 1, 2, 3, except that the magic filters in the basis modified
rules for q~f, q:, qf are replaced by the global filter gm _pbfbff b(U,, U3, Ub).
Therefore, if a tuple in p‘ fails to match a tuple in gm _pbfbffb in any of

p[ll, P[31,P[61, the tuple will be filtered out in the computation. Clearly, this is
more restrictive than Option I.

C. Global Assembly. The answer to Q(P) is given by

ans_p(3, A,l, B, C,5): –q~f(3, A, –), qj(l, –), q{(ll, ‘), qO(C,5, –),

where relation qO is defined by rule qO(Uj, Ub, –): –p ‘(Ul, Uz, UB, Ud, Uz, Ue, –).
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To get some idea of the potential gain of the decomposed rewriting beyond

the left- and right-linear transformation in Naughton et al. [1989a] we consider

the following example:

Example 4.1.2. There are three types of parts, called Type I, Type II, and

Type III, that are used in projects. We assume that if a part is used in a project,

then all its immediate or nonimmediate subparts will be used in that project as

well. Predicates q, a, b, c have the following meanings:

q(x, y, z) —parts x, y, z come from Types I, II, and III, respectively, and

they are initially known to be used in a same project,

a(x, y) —x, y are parts in Type I, and x is an immediate subpart of y,

b(x, y) —x, y are parts in Type II, and x is an immediate subpart of y,

C(x, y) —x, y are parts in Type III, and x is an immediate subpart of y.

Then the following program P defines all triples (x, y, z ) of parts such that

x, y, z come from Types I, II, III, respectively, and they will be used in a same

project:

?-l : p(x, Y,z): –q(x, Y,z)

r2 : p(X, Y, Z): –a(X, A), p(A, Y,Z)

r3 : p(x, Y,z): –b(Y, B), p(X, B,Z)

r4 : p(x, Y,z): –c(z, c), p(x, Y,c).

For clarity of the presentation, we assume the following EDB relations

~ = {(al,j~L,cw)}

a = {(al, az), . . ..(al_l. al)}

b = {( bl, bz),..., (b,l, bn)})}

c = {(cl, c2), . . ..(cn_l. en)}

and following queries

QO: pfff( x, Y, z)

Q’: pb~~(aX, Y,Z)

Q’: pbbf(aX, bY, Z)

Q3: pbbb(ax, b}, Cz),

where l<x<u<ljl<y <u<rn, 1 s z s w s n. The symmetry of posi-

tions of p implies that queries with other binding patterns, such as &f or fbb,
can be considered similarly. For the decomposed rewriting, we will consider

only Option II. Observations regarding more general queries and EDB rela-

tions and Option I will be drawn after this example. We will measure the
number of tuples generated by recursive rules on these queries. Non-recursive

rules are evaluated only once, and we do not count tuples generated by them.

In the following, id denotes the ID of tuple q(aU, b,,, CW,), and p‘ is the relation

defined by rule rl and is augmented with tuples IDs.
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Since each recursive rule of P changes exactly one position of p, there is no

persistent (with respect to (P, Q’)) position for i = 0,1,2,3 (thus, @ is the

same as P) and, for all four queries, P is decomposed into

Dl: q~(x): –q(x, Y,z)

q~(x): –a(x, A), q~(A)

Dz : q*(y): –q(x, Y,z)

qz(y): –b(Y, B), q2(B)

Dj : q~(z): –q(x, Y,z)

qs(z): –c(.z, c), q3(c).

In the decomposed magic rewriting for all four queries, we assume that all

subgoals in every recursive rule of D, are sips-used, i = 1,2,3.

Query Q“:

Left- and Right-Linear Transformation. P is left-linear with respect to QO,

but the left-linear transformation does not change the original program P. The

answer to QO is

Thus, u~w tuples are generated by recursive rules.

Decomposed Rewriting. Since there is no bound value in query QO, the

decomposed magic rewriting does not change programs D,. The relations for

ql, qz, q3 are, respectively,

{(az, id)ll <i <u}, {( b,, id)ll <j s u}, {(c,, id)ll <k <w}.

Thus, u + LI + w tuples are generated by recursive rules. Although UW.V tuples

will be generated by the answer rule, that rule is evaluated only once and its

cost is negligible compared to that of recursive rules.

Query Q’:

Left- and Right-Linear Transformations. rz is right-linear with respect to QI
while rules r~ and rl are left-linear with respect to Q~, (So P is mixed-linear

with respect to Q*. ) As in Naughton et al. [1989a], for the right-linear rule rz,
rules

m.p(ax)

rr_p(A): –rn_p(X), a(X, A)

are constructed, and for the left-linear rules r~ and r~, rules

a_p(Y, Z): –a_p(B, Z), b(Y, B)

a_p(Y, Z): –a_p(Y, C), c(Z, C)

a_p(Y, Z): –m_p(X), q(X, Y,Z)

are constructed. The answer to Ql is computed by

p(a,, Y, Z): –a_p(Y, Z).

The magic set consists of tuples {( aX ),. . .,( al)}. Thus, the relation for a _p is

{(b,, ck)ll sjsu,l <k<w}.
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In total, (1 – x + 1) + Z,JWtuples are generated by recursive rules. Here and

below, terms in brackets denote numbers of tuples generated for magic sets,

and terms not in brackets denote numbers of tuples generated for adorned

relations.

Decomposed Rewriting. The decomposed magic rewriting produces rules

mq!(a,)

m_qf’(A): –m_qf’(X), a(X, A)

qf(X, –): –gm-pbff(X), p’(X, Y,Z, –)

qf(X, –): –m.qf’(X), a(X, zl), qf(A, –)

qf(y, –): –gm_pbff(X), p’(X, Y, Z, –)

q~(y, –): –b(Y, B), q;(B, –)

q{(z, –): –gm_pbff(X), p’(X, Y, Z, –)

qf(z, –): –c(z, c), qJ(c, –)

where gm_pbff = m_q~ = {(al ),.. ., (al)}. (Magic sets m-q~ and m_qJ have
arity zero and thus disappear from modified rules for q~, q[ as well as from the

cross product defining gm _pbff.) The relations for qf, q~, q{ are, respectively,

{(a,, id)lx <i <u}, {( b,, id)ll <j s v), {(ck, id)ll sks w}.

In total, (1 – x + 1) + u – x + 1 + u + w tuples are generated by recursive

rules.

Query Q’:

Left- and Right-Linear Transformation. r2 and r~ are right-linear with re-

spect to Q2 while rule r4 is left-linear with respect to Q2. For the right-linear

rules r? and r3, rules

m.p(ax, by)

m_p(A, Y): –m_p(X, Y), a(X, A)

rn.p(x, B): –m_p(X, Y), b(Y, B)

are constructed, and for the left-linear rule r4, rules

a-p(Z): –a_p(C), c(Z, C)

a_p(Z): –m-p(X, Y), q(X, Y,Z)

are constructed. The answer to Q2 is computed by

P(%, q> z): –q)(z).
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The magic set contains tuples {(a,, bJ) Ix s i s 1, y s j s m}. The relation for

a.p is {(c~)ll < k < w}, (1 – x + I)(m – y + 1) + w tuples are generated by

recursive rules.

Decomposed Rewriting. The decomposed magic rewriting produces rules

m-q:(a, )

m.qf(A): –m-q~(X), a(X, A)

bbf(x, Y), p’(x, Y,z, –)q~(X, –): –gm.p

q~(X, –): –m-q~(X), a(X, A), q~(A, –)

m-q$(bY)

m.q~(ll): –m_q~(Y), b(Y, B)

qi(Y, –): –gm-p~~f(X, Y), p’(X, Y,Z, –)

q$’(y, –): –m_q~(Y), b(Y, B), q$’(B, –)

bbf(x, Y), p’(x, Y,z, –)qJ(Z, –): –gn2.p

q{(z, –): –C(z, c), q{(c, –)

where n.q~ = {(a, )lx s i s 1}, m_q~ = {( b,)ly <j s m}, and gw_pbbf =

m-q; x m -q$. The relations for q;, q$’, q{ are, respectively

{(a,, id)lxsi <u}, {( b,, ii)ly <j s u}, {(c,, id)ll <k s w}.

Thus, (l–x+l)+(m–y+l) +u–x+l+ z,-y+l+wtuples are

generated by recursive rules.

Query Q3:

Left- and Right-Linear Transformations. P is right-linear with respect to Q3.
The transformation produces rules

m–p(a.,by,c,)

m_p(A, Y, Z): –n2_p(X, Y, Z), a(X, A)

nx_p(X, B, Z): –m_p(X, Y, Z), b(Y, B)

m_p(X, Y, C): –m_p(X, Y, Z), c(Z, C)

a–p(a~, b,, c.): –m_p(x, Y,z), q(x, Y, z),

The magic set m _p contains tuples

Thus, (1 – x + l)(m - y + I)(H – w + 1) tuples are generated by recursive

rules.
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Decomposed Rewriting. The decomposed magic rewriting produces rules

m -q~(aX)

n’_qp( A): –m_q~(X), a(X, A)

q~(X, –): –gm.p bbb(x+Y, z), p’(x, Y,z, –)

q~(X, –): –m.q!(X), a(X, A), q?(A, –)

m-q$’(bY)

m_q~(B): –m-q$(Y), b(Y, B)

q~(Y, –): –gnt.p ~~’(x, Y,z), p’(x, Y,z, –)

q$(y, –): –m-qj’(Y), b(Y, B), q~(B, –)

m_qJ(cZ)

m_q$(C, –): –m_q$(Z), c(Z, C)

q{(z, –): –gm_p~hb(X, Y, Z), p’(X, Y,Z, –)

qJ(Z, –): –m-q$’(Z), c(Z, C), qJ(C, –),

where magic sets m _q~, m _qj, m .q$’ are, respectively

{a,lx:si <l}, {qY SJ’ m}, {C,lz <k<n}

and gm _pbbb = m–q! x m–q! x m–q$. The relations for q!, qj> q$ are, re-
spectively

So, (l–x+l)+(m–y+l)+(n –z+l)+u– x+l+L’–y+l+ w

– z + 1 tuples are generated by recursive rules.

Table I summarizes the number of tuples generated by the two methods,

where

a!=l-x+l —the length of the longest path starting from aX,
!_

—the length of the path from a, to au,
; .–mu :; ; ; —the length of the longest path starting from b,,,
p’=t!–y+l —the length of the path from b, to b,,,

y=n–z+l —the length of longest path starting from c,,

y’=w–z+l —the length of the path from c, to CW,.

From Table I we can see that the number of tuples generated by the left- and

right-linear transformation grows faster than the number of tuples generated

by the decomposed rewriting, which is reflected by a blowup in the number of

TABLE I. NUMBER OF TUPLES GENERATED BY RECURSIVE RULES, EXAMPLE 4.2.2

Queries Linear transformation Decomposed rewriting

Q“ LLUW U+ L)+W

Q’ (a) + L’w (CY)+LI’+2’+W
Q? (LIB) + }V (a+13)+a’+B’+w
Q3

(am) (a+ B+y)+a’+p’+ ’y’
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tuples that cascades through all decomposed programs. In Lemma 6.2 in

Section 6, we will show that, for projected subprograms that compute positions

in which the query has only bound values, there is an optimization that avoids

to compute modified rules. Using that technique, all primed terms in Table I

can be deleted. As a result, the improvement achieved by the decomposed

rewriting over the left- and right-linear transformation reduces a multiplicative

complexity to an additive complexity in the number of tuples computed by

recursive rules.

In the beginning of the above example, we assume that the bound values

a,, b}, c, in the query and the tuple (al,, bL,,CW) in q are such that 1 s x s u

sl, lsysz’sm, lszs w<n. Ingeneral, if anyof x<u,y<~],z<w

is not true, or if any of 1 s x s 1, 1 s y s m., 1 s z s n is not true, then the

modified rules computing the corresponding position (e.g., x and u correspond

to p[l], y and L correspond to p[2], and z and w correspond to p[3]) will not

derive any tuple because magic set gm.p” will filter out the tuple in q.

Similarly, if any of 1< u s 1, 1 s u s m, 1 s w s n is not true, then the

recursive modified rules computing the corresponding position will not derive

any tuple because the value in p in that position is disconnected from relations

a, b, c. In these cases, in Table I the terms contributed by evaluating such

modified rules will disappear from both rewritings.

In the case that relation for q contains more than one tuple, the analysis in

Example 4.1.2 applies to each tuple in q. However, in this case, there may be

an efficiency loss in the decomposed rewritten programs, in that k q-tuples

(with different IDs) could derive k tuples that differ only in the ID position,

whereas only one tuple is generated in this regard if no IDs are kept. We will

discuss this impact on performance in more details in the next section. Another

generalization comes from EDB relations a, b, c that are not necessarily in

form of chains as in Example 4.1.2. In general, each of these relations is a

directed graph, and the above analysis applies to every triple of chains existing

in graphs for a, b, c.
If Option I of the decomposed rewriting is considered, more tuples will be

generated than Option II. Suppose that the query Q2 - p~b~(a,, bY, Z) and the

tuple ( aU, b,,, CW) in the relation for q are such that 1 s x s u and y > LJ.That

is, we want to know all parts in Type III that will be used in the same project as

aX and bY will be used in. Obviously, the answer should be empty because bY is
not in the relation b. The rules generated by Option II will know this fact as

soon as the basis modified rules are evaluated, because the global magic filter
gm _Pbbf does not let the tuple ( aU, b,, C., id) pass in all basis modified rules of

IYL41[s i = 1,2,3. On the other hand, in the basis modified rules in MX~ and

kL4~ generated by Option I, the local magic filters m .q~ and m .q~( ) will let

the tuple (au, b,), CW,,id) pass. Thus, JL4~ and M4~ are fully computed. In

general, Option II amounts to searching for all parts in Type III that will be
used in the same project as both ax and bY will be, while Option I amounts to

first searching for all parts in Type III that will be used in the same project as

al will be and then searching for all parts in Type III that will be used in the

same project as bY will be. Clearly, the search condition of Option II is more

restrictive than that of Option I.
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5. Correctness and Performance

So far, two important issues have been left out regarding the rewriting in

Section 4, that is, the correctness of the rewriting and the performance of the

rewritten computation. The correctness means that the computed answer

relation ans .p gives the answer to the query Q(P). The performance in

general does not have a clear-cut definition. Usually, the performance is

studied in comparison with some existing computations according to some

performance measures. For the comparison, we choose the standard magic

rewriting that uses the “same” sips, to be defined shortly. We adopt the

performance measures suggested in Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan [1986], that

is, duplication of work, the set of relevant data, and arities of intermediate

relations. Clearly, programs generated by our rewriting have smaller arities

than standard magic programs. Also, there is no duplicate work among differ-

ent M, in the sense that they come from disjoint sets of recursive rules in the

original program and compute values in disjoint positions. We will compare the

size of relations computed and the size of rewritten programs. Generally

speaking, a rewriting that generates fewer intermediate predicates and rules is

preferred.

The rest of the section proceeds as follow: First, we define formally what we

mean by the standard magic program obtained using the “same” sips as Ml.

This program is called the canonical magic program. Then, in Subsection 5.1,

we compare the size of rewritten programs. In Subsection 5.2, we establish a

relationship between relations computed by the canonical magic program and

those computed by Ml. Two results follow from this relationship immediately,

that is, the rules generated by our rewriting correctly compute the answer to

the query, and M ~1scompute exactly projections of the relations computed by

the canonical magic program if ID positions are ignored. In Subsection 5.3, we

consider the impact of IDs on the size of computed relations.

Recall that II,(r), for a rule r in e,, is the projected rule of r on positions

dyn,, as defined in Definition 3.9, and that the rule II,(r) has the same EDB

subgoals as the rule r. Also, recall that, for an adornment a of p, a, denotes

the restriction of a on positions dynl. The following defines a relationship

between an adorned rule of r and an adorned rule of II,(r).

Definition 5.1. ILet r be a recursive rule in e,. We say that an adorned rule

of r uses the same sips as an adorned rule of II,(r) if (a) the same EDB

subgoals in the same order are sips-used in both adorned rules, and (b) x = a,,

where x is the head adornment in the adorned rule of H,(r) and a is the head

adornment in the adorned rule of r.

For any adornment ~ of predicate p, let ~., denote the restriction of ~ on

the positions not in dyn,.

LEMMA 5.2. Let a recursiue rule r in e, be

and let the projected rule II,(r) of r be
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Assume that

is an adorned nde of II,(r), and assume that

is the adorned rule of r that uses the same sips as the aboL~e adorned rule of II,(r).

Then /3, = y and ~., = a.,.

PROOF. The lemma follows from the syntax of rule r given in Lemma 3.8(3)

and the way the binding is passed from the head to the body, as described in

Section 2. •l

Intuitively, Lemma 5.2 says that inclusion of arguments in positions sta, does

not interfere with the sideway information passing in positions dyn, (i.e.,

~, = y) and that the binding pattern for positions stal is simply copied from the
head to the recursive subgoal in the body (i.e., ~.l = ccl).

Given adorned programs ll;~, 1 < i s c, we define an adorned program for

P, denoted by Pad, as follows: Initially, predicate p has the unmarked

adornment A given by the binding pattern of Q. We repeat the following until

no unmarked adornment is generated: Let a be an unmarked adornment of p.
For each recursive rule in q, say r in e, for some 1 s i s c, assume that s in

D~d is the adorned rule of II,(r) with the head adornment a,. We add to @“d

the adorned rule of r that has the head adornment a and uses the same sips

as s. Each added adorned rule may generate an unmarked adornment of p in

its body. After every recursive rule r in @ is so considered, a becomes

marked. Eventually, no more unmarked adornment is generated and the above

process stops. Then we add to @“d all basis rules i~ ~, an] for each

adornment a of p, add to Y“d a basis adorned rule p“(X): –p(X), where ~

is a vector of distinct variables. The magic program obtained from @“d,

denoted ~m~, is called the canonical magic program of@ with respect to MM,,

where MM, are obtained from Dl”d as in Figure 1. In the rest of this section, we

compare the computation of M21L with the computation of ~~~, in terms of

the size of programs and the size of computed relations.

5.1. COMPARISON OF PROGRAM SIZE. Recall that Al is the set of adorn-

ments in M,, 1 < i < c, and that AO is the restriction of the query adornment

A on pers. The following lemma gives the size of magic program &Pmg, in terms

of the number of magic sets, adorned relations, magic rules, and modified

rules.

LEMMA 5.1.1 (SIZE OF @mg). Let N = IAII* ““” * lAcl, and let 19,,1 be the
munbe~ of YQcluI?iLJQrule 9 in .!@ Then

(1) The set of adornments of p in 9 ‘~ is equal to the cross product A ~ x “”” x A,

X { Ao}; thus, there are N magic predicates and N adorned predicates.
(2) There are N * 19,,1 nonseed magic rules in SPmg.
(3) There are N * 19,, I nonbasis modfied rules in 9mg.

PROOF

(1) From Lemma 5.2 and the construction of gm~, every adornment in qm~ is

an adornment in the cross products in (l). For the other containment, we

claim that, if a = al . . . a,_l A, CY,+ ~ . . . aCAO is an aclorrunent in Y~~,

where a, = Al for j + i, then al ““. a,_lxa, +l ““” aCAO is an adornment
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(2)

(3)

in g~~, for every x = A,. Assume that rules IIl(rl), ..., ll,(r~) in D, are

used to generate the adornment x in the construction of Dt”d, starting from

the initial adornment Al. By Lemma 5.2, starting from adornment a = al
. . . a ,_l Ala, +l ““. aCAO, adornment al .“. a,_lxa, +l ““” aCAO can be gen-

erated in @rng by using rules r,, ..., r~ in that order; thus, the claim is

proved. Since tlhe query adornment A = Al ..0 ACA. is initially generated in

Ymg, by applying this claim for 1 < i s c, every element in the cross

products is an adornment in ~~$.

Since a nonbasis adorned rule is constructed for each recursive rule in @

and each adorn~ment of p, by (1) there are N * Is7,, I nonbasis adorned rules

in ~ad. Then there are the same number of nonseed magic rules in ~~g

because each nonbasis adorned rule is translated into a nonseed magic

rule.

follows from an argument similar to (2) and from the construction of

modified rules. ❑

The following lemma gives the size of &L4,.

LEMMA 5.1.2 (SIZE OF AL4,). Let Ie, \ be the number of recursiue rules in e,.

Then

(1) There are IA, I* Iel I nonseed magic rules in M,.

(2) There are IALI* letI nonbasis modified ides in M,.

PROOF. The argument is the same as the proofs of Lemma 5.1.1(2)(3). ❑

Comparing Lemma 5.1.1 with Lemma 5.1.2, we see that the size of the

canonical magic program ~ng grows much faster than the size of magic

programs MAl, 1 s i s c, in terms of the number of non-basis rules generated

and the number of relations to be computed. More importantly, magic and

adorned predicates in ~’n~ are tighten together in that they are connected by

recursive rules, whereas such predicates are not shared by different A&l,,

1 s i s c. This breakdown on program size and on recursion connection is

crucial to efficient implementation. In the following, we show that there is a

similar improvement on the size of relations computed.

5.2. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED RELATIONS. First, we prove two lemmas

about some correspondences between rules in ~mg and rules in MA,. Let

r: p(z,, ~): –I/b, ,..., +,, P(%Z)

be a recursive rule in et, and let

II,(r): %(21): -40... >W7*(Z)

b: :he+ projected rule of r in D,. Let ~b, ?b, @b denote the arguments in

X, Y, W, respectively, that are bound according to whatever adornments in

front of these vectors. From Lemma 5.1.1(1), A(x) gives the set of adornments

in ~~g that have .x on dyrzz, where as defined in Section 4 A(x) is

Al x ““” x A,_l x {x} XA, +I X .“. XAC X {AO}.

The following twc) lemmas follow immediately from Lemma 5.2, Lemma

5.1. l(l), and construction of q~g.
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LEMMA 5.2.1 (CORRESPONDENCE OF MAGIC RULES). Let =“’g be the canoni-

cal magic program of@ with respect to lL4,. Then

(1) If A4A, contains a magic rule

of H,(r), then for elle~ a G A(x), ~mg contains a magic rule

ofr, where ~_, = a_l, ~1 =y.

(2) If 9’mg contains a magic rule

of r, tilen AU, contains a magic rule

of II,(r), where al and ~, are the restrictions of a and P on dyn,.

LEMMA 5.2.2 (CORRESPONDENCE OF MODIFIED RULES). Let ~~g be the

canonical magic program of 9 with respect to IvL4,. Then

(1) If J&l, contains a modijied rule

of ~,(r), then for eve~ a G A(x), Prng contains a modified rule

of r, where ~_, = a_l, fll = y.

(2) If 9m~ contains a modified rule

of r, then MA, contains a modijied de

of II ~(r), where a~ and ~1 are the restrictions of a and ~ on dyn,.

In Lemma 5.2.1 (respectively, Lemma 5.2.2), magic rules (respectively modi-

fied rules) in J&l, are called the restrictions of the corresponding magic rules

(respectively modified rules) in @rng on dynl, and the magic rules (respectively,
modified rules) in ~rng are called the expansions of the corresponding magic

rules (respectively, modified rules) in AL4, on the adornment a. We will see

that the correspondence between the restriction and the expansion translates

into a simulation of each other in deriving values in positions dyn,. Such a

simulation lays down the foundation of establishing some important relation-

ships between tuples computed by 9“g and those computed by JL4,, to be

given in Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.2.6 below.
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For an adornment a = al “”” aC AO of predicate p, a magic tuple m .p “(F)
can be written as m _pa(F1, . . ., i., Fe), with the understanding that ~ for i >0
is the component of F corresponding to the bound positions of a,, and that F’.

is the component of F corresponding to the bound positions of Af). Similarly, an

adorned tuple p “(ii) can be written as p “(ill, ..., ti,, do), with the understand-

ing that .2, for i > 0 is the component of d in positions dynl, and that i20 is the

component of ii in positions pers. It is possible that some component ~ or ill

has arity zero. We ignore presences of all such components by assuming that

all claims in the following proofs hold trivially for them. Our next lemma is

about a relationship between the magic set m _p”, computed by ~mg, and

magic sets m _q[”’, 1 s i s c, computed by iVL41.

LEMMA 5.2.3 (MAGIC SETS). Let a = al “”” aCAO be an adornment in @mg,
let ii; be bound ualues of the quey Q in pers, and let A = Al s”” ACAO be the
adornment determined by the binding pattern of Q. Assume that m _p” is

computed by Pmg and that m _q,” is computed by MA,, 1 < i < c. Then

m –P a = nl_q:l X ““” X m_qCa’ X {d:}.

PROOF. The proof is divided into two claims:

CLAIM 5.2.4. lf m _q,”(~) is derived in A&4, for 1 s i s c, then
n2_pa(tl, ..., ~, d:) is derived in 7’~.

PROOF OF CLAIM 5.2.4. By induction on i, O < i < c, we show that

m_ps’(?l, . . .,~, d:.ll, ..., ii:, d;) is derived in @’ng, where c?’ = al o“. a, A,+l

“.” ACAO and where Zf’ is the bound values of the query Q in positions dyrz,.
Observe that 8‘ is an adornment in ~’”~ by Lemma 5.1.1(1).

Basis: i = O. Then 80 = A. This corresponds to the case that the magic seed

m .p ‘(db) is derived in Trng, for the bound values db in Q, which is clearly

true.

Induction: Assume that the case for i – 1 holds. Clearly, if m _q~(~) is the

magic seed m _q,A’(i2~), the case for i is the same as the case for i – 1. We

assume that m _ q[”’(tl ) is derived by applying nonseed magic rules rl, ..., rh in

W, in that order, for some k >1, to the magic seed m _q$(ii~), where rl has

some adornment xl in the head, 1 s 1 s k. Let r~p be the expansion of rl on

al ““” %XJL,+J ‘“” AgAo, 1 s 1 s k. By Lemma 5.2.1(1), r~p are in @rng.

Clearly, m-p (tl,..., t,, d?+~,. ... d:, i?~) can be derived in+ ~’”g by applying

magic rules r~p, ..., r~p, in that order, to m .p “-’(~,, t,.l, d:,,, d:, z;)d:,z ;).
But the latter is allready derived according to the inductive hypothesis, so the

induction holds for i.

CLAIM 5.2.5. If m .p”(n is deriued in 9rng, then m .q~’(~) is deriued in MA,,
forl<i< c,andi’o=ii~.

PROOF OF CLAIM 5.2.5. Clearly, the claim holds if m-p “(~ is the magic
seed m _p ‘(ii?b). We assume that m _p “(7) is derived by applying nonseed

magic rules rl . . . . . r~ in ~ ‘s’ in that order. for some k > 1,to the maizic seed

m-p ‘(db). Further assume that PI, ..., p. is the subsequence of rl, ..., rk that
come from rules in e,. Clearly, rules of rl, ..., rk that are not in the subse-

quence PI,..., p,, prese~e values in the positions in dyn,. If n = O, from
Lemma 5.2, a, = A, and t, = ii!, so m .q~[(~) is derived in AL4,. Assume that
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n > 0. Let r~~’ be the restriction of pl on dyn,, 1 s 1 s n. From Lemma

5.2.1(2), magic rules Y(’S are in MAl. Then, the tuple m _q,”’(~) can be derived

in MA, by applying r~”, . . . . r~’Y, in that order, to the magic seed m _q,AI(d~).

The lemma follows from Claims 5.2.4 and 5.2.5. ❑

Let M be a set of tuples for the bound positions of an adornment x, and let

t be a tuple of the same arity as the adornment x. We say that tpasses M if the

restriction of t on the bound positions of x is a tuple in M. The following

lemma gives a construction of adorned relations defined by @’” T in terms of

adorned relations defined by A4Al.

LEMMA 5.2.6 (ADORNED RELATIONS). Let Q be an adornment in 9’”8, and

let qO be defi~led as in tile decomposed rewriting in Figure 1.Then p‘ = II( qf M
... M q,~ N q(,),where H is the natural join bv treating ID positions as common

attributes and all other positions as distinct att~ibutes, and II is a projection on the

non -ID positions.

PROOF. The proof consists of two claims.

CLAIM 5.2.7. If q~( 5,, id) is deriled in MA, for 1< i < c, for an ID id of

some tuple (ti, id) in p’, then p“(~l, . . . . ?,, iio,) is deril’ed in PV’Y.

PROOF OF CLAIM 5.2.7. Since the relation for q,” computed by JL4~ is a

superset of that computed by AL4~I, it suffices to prove Claim 5.2.7 only for

MA:. The assumption of Claim 5.2.7 implies that each q,”( 71, id) is derived

from tuple q,~(tit, id), for some ~,, computed by a basis modified rule in A4A\.

We prove, by induction on i for O < i < c, that pa’(C1, . . .. Z1. i7, +1, ,dC, iio)io)

is derived in @“K, where 8’ = al . . . a, ~1+1 . . . ~cAo. observe that ~’ is an

adornment in q’”~ by Lemma 5.1.1(1).

Basis: i = O. We need to show that p b(ii) is derived in P’”g, where ~ = PI

~~~ ~, AI,. Since (d, id) is in the relation for p‘, 2 is derived by basis rules of 9.

It suffices to show that ii passes the magic filter m _p ~ in the basis modified

rule

p~(u): -rnp@(17b), p(/7)
—.

of @’m~, where Ub is the bound arguments of ~ according to ~. First, observe

that ~, passes the magic filter m _q,P, 1 < i < c, because ql~(il,, id) are

derived in M21~, as mentioned above. Also, the fact that Z is derived by a basis

rule in @ implies that 2,1 passes the filter {Z~} according to adornment AO.

Therefore, tuple ii passes the magic filter m _q~’ x . . . X m _q$ x {Z~}, which

is exactly the magic set m _p ~ according to Lemma 5.2.3. Therefore, p 6(2) is

derwed by the above basis modlfled rule m W’r’g.

Induction: Suppose that tuple to= p ‘i’ ‘(do,..., dl_l, d,,2C, Zo), Zo) is de-
rived in P’ng, where 8’– I = al . . . CY_ ~ p, . . . PC Ao. We prove that tuple

t] =pa’(?l, . . ..~., dl+l, fi, ,ti, (,)’(,) is derived in ~~’ng, where ~’ = al . . .

%0[+1 “”” flC Ao. If q~(d,, id) = q~(fi,, id), then t,= to,and there is nothing

to be proved. We assume that q,”’( 7,, id) is derived from the tuple q,~(ti,, id) by

applying nonbasis modified rules r,, . . . . rL in that order, for some k > 1. Let rl

have adornment xl in the head, 1 <1 s k, and let P7P be the expansion of YI

on a[ “.” a ,–IXIB,+l o”” PC AO. The existence of these r:’p in Ymg is guaran-

teed by Lemma 5.2.2(1). Now we prove that t 1 is derived in .Yrns by applying
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modified rules rf’Xp, ..., r~xp to to, in that order. Observe that rules Vf’p do not

change values in positions stat, and thus, any intermediate tuple derived by

these applications agrees with the initial tuple to on positions stat. From

Lemma 5.2.3, the modified rule r~’p has the magic filter

6,+1 xX m-q,” X m-ql+l ~’ x {2;}.. . . Xm_qC

From the inductive hypothesis that to is derived in &@”~, each i??jpasses the

magic filter m _ q,”~ for 1 s j s i – 1 and each <, passes the magic filter m _q,~’
for i + 1 s j < c. In other words, the magic falter m_pal ~~aI-’l[B1+l” ‘[1(’ in

the rule r; ‘p does not act as restrictions on positions stat in the above

applications of r~xp, 1 s 1 s k. Moreover, since rf ‘p has magic tuples m-q,”
for positions dyn,, the application of rf’p simulates the application of rl, in the

sense that it derives exactly the same value in positions dyrz,. Then t1 can be

derived from t‘)by applying r~xp,.. ., r~xp in that order because q~’( D,, id) is
derived from q,~(ti,, id) by applying rl, ..., r~ in that order, as assumed above.

The induction follows because tO is already derived in ~’”~.

CLAIM 5.2.8. If pa(ii) is derived in 9’”s, then there exists an ID id in the
relation forp’ such that qO( ilo, id) is in the relation for q. and qZWill, id) is deriL’ed
in MAlforl<i <c.

PROOF OF CLAIM 5.2.8. Since the relation for q; computed by MA~l is a

subset of that computed by MA;, it suffices to prove the claim for only iW4~1. If

p “(Z) is computed by a basis modified rule in ~~~, then 2 is in the relation for

p computed by basis rules in ~, and Z passes the magic filter m _p”, which is

equal to m.qf’ X ““” X m_qC‘C x {7[} by Lemma 5.2.3. Therefore, for some ID

id, (ii, id) is in the relation for p‘, and ii passes the magic filter gm -p” in the

basis modified rule of JL4~I for q;[, 1< i < c. So the claim follows.

Now we consider the case that p ‘(2) is derived by applying non-basis

modified rules rl, . . . . rk in @ns in that order, for some k > 0, to some tuple

p 6( D) that is computed by a basis modified rule in ~’”~. From Lemma 5.2.3,

this basis modified rule has the magic set equal to

Thus, for some ID id, (U, id) is in the relation for p‘, and for 1< i < c,

q!(d,, id) is derived in ~11 by the basis modified rule

in iVL4~I. Now assume that PI,..., p,, is the subsequence of rl, ..., ‘L that

comes from rules in et. Clearly, rules of rl, ..., rh that are not in the subse-

quence pi,. ... p. preserve values in the positions in dyn,. If n = O, from
Lemma 5.2, al = /3, and Z, = 3,, so q~’(ii,, id) = q~( i?,, id) is derived in JL4~1.

Assume that n >0. Let r~s be the restriction of pl on dyrz,, 1 s 1 s n, which

from Lemma 5.2.2(2) are in M4~1. Then q;4 ii,, id) can be derived by applying
rules r~”, ..., r;” in A4A~l, in that order, to q,P1(P,, id) that is already derived in

iVL4~1 as proved above. Now the proof of Claim 5.2.8 is completed by noting

that ilo = 80 and that (d o, id) is in the relation for qo.

The lemma follows from Claims 5.2.7 and 5.2.8. ❑
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From Lemma 5.2.6, we can compute the relation for p” by computing

relations for q,aI that have smaller arities. We wonder if there are tuples in qzaI

that are not values of any tuple computed by ~’”~ in positions dyn,. If so.

computing such tuples in q,” is a waste of time because they are useless to

answering the query Q. The following lemma tells that this will not happen for

Option H; that is, with IDs ignored, every tuple computed by &L4~I is a

component on positions dyn, of some tuple computed by @“’s.

LEMMA 5.2.9. Assume that q:z is computed by ikM~l. Then fI(q~ ) =

U {IIi(p 6 )1 ~ G A( al)}, where H is the projection on non-Hi positions a~ld H, is
the projection on positions dyn,.

PROOF. ( Q). This follows immediately from Lemma 5.2.6.

( c). Let tit be a tuple in II(q; ). Then for some tuple (Z, id) in the relation

for p’, qlW8,, id) is derived in kL4~1. In particular, assume that q~(?,, id) is

computed by applying nonbasis modified rules rl, ..., rh for some k z O, in

that order, to some tuple q,’(d,, id) computed by a basis modified rule

r 1q,’ q, – : -gm.p[’(tib), p’(ti, -)

in JVL4~J,where m = A(x). From Lemma 5.2.3, gm.p” = m .p”, for the magic

set m _p” computed by Pros. Therefore, p ‘(Z) can be derived by the modified

rule

pm(d): -rl.p”(ti’), p(ti)

in &Pm’g. Let ~ be such that ~, = a, and ~_l = o-_,. Note that ~ = A(al). Let

r~xp be the expansion of rl on al . . . u,_ ~Xla, + ~ . . . m, AO, where xl is the

adornment in the head of r[. Then

can be derived in Pmg by applying r~’p, . . . . r~tp to p U( ii), in that order. Thus,

U: ‘= rI,(p@). ❑

In general, the result in Lemma 5.2.9 does not hold for MX~. This is because

magic filters in MM/ act as restrictions only on positions dyn,, and thus, allow

more tuples to be passed. This can be seen from the comments following

Example 4.1.2.

Now we summarize the main results in this section.

THEOREM 5.2.10. Let P be a linear single-IDB program ~nd let Q be a que~

on the IDB predicate p, such that (P, Q) is 2-D decomposable. Assume that JL4,

are produced by the decomposed renriting in Figure 1, and assume that ~~m $ is the
canonical magic program of P with re~pecl lo MA,. Then

(1) (Correctness ) The relation for ans-p computed by JL4, gioes the answer to

Q(P).

(2) ( Pet$o?mance) ( a) The total size of MA, is smaller than the size of P“’g, in the
sense of Lemma 5.1.1 and 5.1.2; (b) iW4~1 conlputes exactly projections of

relations computed b-y Prns, in the sense of Lemma 5.2.9; (c) there is no

duplicate work among MA,, in that they come from disjoint recursile rules in

P and compute Llalues otl disjoint positions of p; (d) MA, are looselv related,

in that the eluluation of modified rides is independent. (For IW4~, the

etyaluation of magic sets is also independent.)
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PROOF

(1) Let Q = p’(d). From Lemma 5.2.6, the relation for ans.p computed by

A!L41 is equal to the relation for p ‘(ii’) computed by ~mg. The theorem

follows because the relation for p “(d’) is exactly the answer to Q(P).

(2) This follows from Lemma 5.2.9, the decomposition of program 9, and the
construction of J&l,. •l

5.3. OVERHEAD AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IDs. From Lemma 5.2.3, in the

phase of magic set computation, the decomposed rewriting always wins against

the standard magic rewriting that uses the same sips, because the latter

computes the cross product of what the former computes in iterations. From

Lemma 5.2.9, if IDs are ignored, adorned relations computed by iM4~r are

projections of those computed by the canonical magic program. In general,

each tuple on positions dyn, can be derived from more than one initial p-tuple

and thus can have lmore than one ID. So if IDs are not ignored, the size of an

adorned relation computed by ikL4~I can be larger than the size of its projec-

tion on positions dynl. Now we estimate an upper bound on this impact of IDs.

Let 1, be the set of IDs found in tuples computed by A!L4,. Since nonbasis

modified rules do not create new IDs, 1, is also the set of IDs that can pass

through magic filters in basis modified rules and can be computed by

I,(--):

for Option I, or by

11(–): –gm_p”

-~-q~(a’),p’(~, -), for x G A,

Ub), p’(ti, –) for OCAIX ..” x AC X {Ao}

for Option II. In the worst case, each adorned tuple generated by AL4, on

positions dyn, can be associated with every ID in 1,, so the size of an adorned

relation q,”I, with IDs not ignored, is no more than 11,I * \ll(q,”’ )1, where II is

the projection on n~on-ID positions.

If we are willing to compute all magic sets for TL4,s before computing any

adorned relations, we can have a tighter bound on this size: Recall that the

answer rule in Figure 1 has the form:

(
ans_p Zl, ..., WLo): -%”(L -) =,~:c(% -),~o(~o -)

Clearly, the IDs in relation for q~(dl, –) belong to l[. Therefore, any ID that

is not in 11 n ““” n Zcn 10 will not participate in the joins in the answer rule,
where 10 denotes tlhe IDs in the relation for qO(do, –), and removing all tuples

with such IDs does not affect the answer. In other words, it suffices for each

W, to consider only tuples with IDs from 1 = 1, n .”0 n I, n IO. TO adapt this

idea, the basis modified rules (2) and (3) in Figure 1 should be replaced by

(+ ) ‘(0’) >P’(O, -),1(-)q,’ ~y – : –m-q,

and

(+ )q,’ ~> – :
–gm_p”(~b), P’(ti, -),l(-), for m G A(x),
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respectively, to filter out tuples with IDs not in 1. Then, the size of ql”I is no

more than 11I* Ill(qlaI )1. In general, the size of 1, or 1 is much smaller than the

size of EDB relation p‘ defined by the basis rules for p—a very basic idea

behind the magic rewriting. This is much cheaper in most cases than the

overhead of the blowup in the absence of decomposition, such as in Example

4.1.2, that cascades through relations computed by all projected programs. A

detailed comparison of these overheads in a similar situation based on the

number of derivations can be found in Jakobson [1991] and Mumick and

Pirahesh [1991a].

Our suggestions are the following: If the program has only an unary (i.e.,

c = 1) or binary (i.e., c = 2) decomposition, the program is, as to be shown in

the Appendix, left-linear rules or right-linear rules or mixed-linear rules, and

the transformations for these rules in Mumick and Pirahesh [1991a], and

Naughton et al. [1989a; 1989b] should be used; the decomposed rewriting is

used only when there are at least three partitions (i.e., c > 3) in the decompo-

sition of the program, in which case the saving achieved by the decomposition,

that is, eliminating the cascading blowup in the size of rewritten programs and

in the size of computed relations, will most likely pay off the added overhead

caused by IDs. Of course, in the scenario that one desires to know as well the

base tuple that derives a tuple in the answer, then our ID based approach

would be about as efficient as possible. Also, the decomposed rewriting is

superior in a multi-processor environment.

The overhead of IDs can also be substantially reduced by choosing a proper

implementation of IDs. We can store q,”I as a nested relation where each tuple

on positions dyn, is associated with the list of IDs that have derived the tuple.

In the nested q,”I, all tuples in qIaI that originally differ only in the ID position

are now collapsed into a single tuple, and the nested q,”I has the same number

of tuples as projection 11( q,aI) on non-ID positions. In particular, instead of

storing an ID explicitly in each tuple, we store an D address pointing to a list

of ID associated with that tuple. Rules are fired as usual by ignoring the added

ID address in the body. For each tuple derived in the head, its ID address is

equal to the ID address in the body (this is just a copy operation). Duplicate

tuples derived in the head are removed, as in conventional naive or semi-naive

evaluations, by considering only original columns (not the ID address). How-

ever, instead of dropping duplicate tuples, we append their ID lists to the ID

list of the surviving tuple, i.e., one of the duplicate tuples to be kept. The ID

addresses maintained in tuples can help append a ID list to another efficiently

by using the following format of a ID list:

ID address + address of the last ID in this list

first ID

second ID

third ID
. . . . . .

last ID

Such ID lists are stored as linked lists. Appending ID list B to ID list A is done

by (1) letting the last pointer in list A point to the first ID in list B and (2) the

first entry in list A is replaced with the first entry of list B (i.e., replaced with

the address of the last ID in list B). The number of operations performed here

is small and independent of the length of the lists involved. Moreover, since
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IDs do not participate in rule firings, there is no need to eliminate duplicate

IDs each time two lists are combined. Duplicate IDs are eliminated only when

the loop for recursive rules terminates or when the memory size is a limitation.

Therefore, the ID information can be maintained without introducing addi-

tional tuples and al very low cost.

6. Further Optirnimtion

Further optimizaticms are possible if some interactions among programs A!k4,

are allowed. A tuplle is called an initial dangling tuple if its ID is not found in

I=Iln.”. n lC n l., where J, are defined as in Subsection 5.3. Let R, be the

set of IDs in the relation for qLAL(i7,, –), 1 s i < c. A tuple is called a result
dangling tuple if it has an ID not in some R, or l.. (Note that an initial dangling

tuple is always a result dangling tuple, but not the converse.) From the early

discussion in Subsection 5.3, removing initial dangling tuples and result dan-

gling tuples does not affect the finall answer, and therefore, should be removed

as early as possible. Initial dangling tuples can be removed as soon as all magic

sets are computed. If we evaluate programs M,s in two phases where the first

phase evaluates all magic rules in all MMl and the second phase evaluates all

modified rules, then all initial dangling tuples can be removed before the

second (usually more expensive) phase begins.

A subset of result dangling tuples can be removed whenever a program MA,

finishes its computation. In particular, when MM[ finishes its computation, the

set of IDs in the relation for q,AL(ii,, –), that is, R,, is known. Suppose that

some other program A&l, has not yet finished its computation. Then all tuples

that are computed by MAj and have an ID not in R, are result dangling tuples,

and thus, can be removed from the rest of computation of lL4J. Consider a

single processor errvironment whereby MZ, are evaluated in a sequential order,

say in the order MMl,. ... MAC. Let R(,) denote 10 n RI n ““” n R,.,, where

RO = 10 and 1 s i < c. To remove all tuples that are currently known to be

result dangling, an additional subgoal R(l J – ) is added to every basis modified

rule for AL4Z generated in Figure 1, 1 s i s c. In a distributed or parallel

environment, each finished AL41 broadcasts IDs in R, to all unfinished AOll,

and each receiver removes all locally computed tuples with IDs not in R,. In

this case, the amount of data transmitted is limited for three reasons: (a)

transmission is done only once for each program MM,, that is, at the time of its

completion, (b) only highly compacted IDs, rather than data themselves, are

transmitted, and (c) no ID is transmitted more than once, and the number of

IDs is no more than the number of tuples for p initialized by basis rules in the

program =.

In the following, we study another optimization by which the expensive

evaluation of nonbasis modified rules can be avoided. In right-linear rules

[Naughton et al. 1989a], a significant saving is achieved because only magic sets

are needed to answer the query. This is seen from the following example.

Example 6.1. Consider the ancestor rules P:

r,: anc(X, Y): –par(X, Y)

r2: arzc(X, Y): –par(X, Z), arzc(Z, Y).
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Suppose that the query is Q = ancbf(xO, Y). Then P is right-linear with

respect to Q [Naughton et al. 1989a]. The query asks for all ancestors of the

person XO. It is easy to see that the answer to the query can be computed by

the following magic rules alone:

n’z. cznc(xo)

m._arzc(Y): –n7_anc(X ),par(X, Y)

ans_anc(xO, Y): –n2. arzc(x), par(x, Y)

produced by the right-linear transformation in Naughton et al. [1989a]. The

reason for this is that the magic set m _anc has already found all ancestors of

X.. Compared with the standard magic rewriting, no modified rules for adorned

predicates are generated here, and it was shown in Naughton et al. [1989a] that

the speedup in terms of the ratio of the numbers of tuples generated is 0(n),

where n is the number of tuples in the relation for par.

We note that the above program is 2-D decomposable. In the Appendix at

the end of the paper, we will show that all right-linear, left-linear, mixed-linear

rules [Naughton et al. 1989a], and separable recursions [Naughton 1988] are

2-D decomposable. We now generalize the above optimization, that is, avoiding

the computation of adorned relations or modified rules, to 2-D decomposable

programs.

LENTIMA 6.2. Let D, be a projected program on positions dynl in a rule

decomposition. Assume that the projected quey Q~(ii, ) has only bound values

and no Pee uatiables. Furthermore, for each nonbasis adorned rule rud in D,ad: (a)
all subgoals in r are sips–used in r ad, (b) eue?y free variable in the deriued subgoal
in rad is found exactly once in the body. Then an ID is found in the relation for

q~(ii,, –) if and on~ if it is found in a tuple computed by a basis modified rule in
MM,.

PROOF. Clearly, every ID that is found in the relation for q,A(dl, – ) is also

found in some tuple computed by a basis modified rule in LOIl.

Now we prove that, if a tuple of form q,’(til, id) is derived in J&l,, then the

tuple qZA(d,, id) is derived in AOl,. In the following proof, the pair of magic
rule and modified rule that come from the same adorned rule in D,ad are
called the corresponding rules. Since all subgoals are sips-used in every adorned

rule, any pair of corresponding rules have the same EDB subgoals. Assume

that q,’(ti,, id) is derived in AU,. Then the bound arguments of ill according to

x, say il~, must be in the magic set m_q,’; that is, m _q1X(i7~) is derived in A&l,

from the magic seed m _qlA(ii~). Note that d! = d,. If m _q~(i7~) is the magic
set m _q,A(Z$), then x = At and 2, = d: = 2$ = 2,, therefore, ql~’(ti,, ui) is

derived in AL4,. We assume that m_ q;(il~) is not the magic seed. Let

PI, . . . . pm, m > 0, be the nonseed magic rules that were applied, in that order,

to derive the magic tuple m. q,’(il~ ), and let /3( be the ground substitution used

in the application of pl, 1 <1 < m. Suppose that the corresponding magic and

modified rules have the form

magic rule pl:
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Observe that, for 1 s 1 s m, free variable: in ~, according to y, must not be

found in ~j, otherwise they are bound in ~—a cont~adiction. Therefore, from

the assumption in the lemma, each free variable in ~ is found exactly once in

the body of p;. We now prove that tuple qfi(d,, id) is derived by applying

modified rules pi, . . ., Pj, in that order, to qtx(zZ, id). Let t~ = qt~(~t, id), and
forl=m,...,l, lttl_l_l be the tuple derived ~y the instantiation 6; p;, where

6/ extends 131by instantiating the subgo~l q~(~, – ) in p; to tl.This extension

is possible because free variables in ~ are unique in the body of p~, as

discussed above, and thus, can be instantiated to any values. Furthermore, the

body of (3/pj is true wrt the current relations because the body of 61pl was

proved to be true ‘when magic sets were computed and because tl has already

been derived. Since the derivation of m .q~(d~) starts with the magic set

m - %A’(Z’l we have> for 1 = 1! that Zb = Z and %zlb = l?g and that the
adorned predicate in the head of p; is q,A1.Thus, 13~Xl = /31X, = d,, and the

tuple toderived in the head of ~~ pi is q~(d,, id). ❑

By Lemma 6.2, we can optimize the decomposed rewriting in Figure 1 as

follows: For every 1 s i s c, such that the conditions in Lemma 6.2 hold,

—remove all nonbasis modified rules in ikM1 in Step B3,

—for Option I, replace the basis modified rule (2) by the rule

()1,(–): –n’z.q: tp ,p’(tz –);

for Option II, replace the basis modified rule (3) by the rule

IL(-): -gm_pU(O’), p’(17, -), for CTG A(x)

where I, is a new unary predicate, and

—finally, in the answer rule

(
ans_p dl, . . ..d., iio ): +(z,, -),..., q$(ilc, -) A’0(Z03 -),

replace the subgoal q,A(Zl,, – ) with 1,(–).

The above optimization does not affect the answer relation ans _p computed,

because 1, is the set of IDs in the relation for qj(dt, –) (by Lemma 6.2) and

because all arguments in d, are bound values. By this optimization, the

time-consuming bottom-up evaluation of modified rules in A&l, is avoided.

Example 6.3. Consider the program P

rl: p(U, v, w, X, Y,5): –a(u, v,s,5), p(s, T,w, x, Y,5)

rz: p(u, v,w, x, Y,5): –b(w, T), p(u, v, T,x, Y,5)

r~: p(u, v, w, x, Y, 5): –c(5, x, T), p(ujv, W, T, Y,5)

r.: p(u, v, w, x, Y, 5): –q(u, v, W, X, Y,5),

and the query Q = p(3, ,4, 1, B, C, 5) in Example 4.1.1. In that example, the

program and query are decomposed by position partitioning dynl = {p[l], P[2]},
dyn. = {P[31}. dyrz, = {P[41}, where positions P[51, P[61 are persistent, and the
recursive rules are partitioned into el = {rl}, e2 = {r2}, e3 = {r3}. D~~ contains
the nonbasis adorned rule

q:(w): –b(w, T), q$(T),
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where subgoal b( W, T) is sips-used. Clearly, the conditions in Lemma 6.2, are

satisfied for the decomposed query Q~(l’) and D~~. Therefore, in the rewriting

in Example 4.1.1, the modified rules for q: can be replaced by

12(–): –ln_q:(u3),p’(u,,..., ub,–)
for Option I, or by

Iz(–): –gm_p bfhffh(u,,u3,u6)>p’(ul>...>U6,–),
for Option II, and the answer rule can be replaced by

an_p(3,A,l, B,c ,5): –qfJ(3, /4, –),12(–), q~(B, –), qo(c,5, –).

7. Context-Maintained Magic Rewriting

So far, we have considered only the case whereby the binding in the query is

given by a vector of constants. In reality, however, query bindings are fre-

quently given by a vector of variables whose values are bound to tuples in some

precomputed relation, that is, given by a finite relation rather than a single

tuple.

Example 7.1. Consider the ancestor program in Example 6.1:

anc(X, Y): –par(X, Y)

anc(X, Y): –par(X, Z), anc(Z, Y),

with the query Q = ancbf( X., V), for a bound value x,, and a free variable V.

The following rules are generated by the rewriting in Figure 1, assuming that

all subgoals in the recursive rule are sips-used:

anc(X, Y): –par(X, Y) (basis rules for ant)

anc’: —1~anc (assign IDs to tuples in ant)

tn-qf(xo) (the magic seed)

n_b~(Z): –par(X, Z), m_q~(X) (nonseed magic rules)

q:(ul, –): ‘m–q F(ul)5arlc’(u13u23-) (basis modified rules)

q~(x, –): –nl_q~(X), par(X, Z), q~(Z, – ) (nonbasis modified rules)

ans_anc(x[l, V): –q; (x(l, –), qo(v, –) (the answer rule)

qO(Uz, –): –ant’(U1,U1, –).

Now suppose instead that the binding in the query is given by an unary relation

B. We denote this query by a pair Q = ( anchf (C, V), B), where C is a variable

whose values are to be bound by tuples in B and V is a free variable. Q is

called a multi-binding query, verse the conventional single-binding queries. A

straightforward method for computing the answer to query Q is to apply the
above rewriting for single-binding queries for each binding in B. If the same

sips is used in all such rewritings, then only the magic seed is different;

everything else is exactly the same. It was observed in Kemp et al. [1990],

Mumick et al. [1990], and Mumick et al. [1991a; 1991 b], for left-linear, right-lin-

ear, and mixed-linear rules, that such a fragmented tuple-at-a-time computa-

tion suffers from a large amount of redundant work, and an approach based on

a single rewriting and single run was proposed for those rules. The basic idea is

to partition instantiation of rules so that rules are fired only for tuples

generated from the same binding in B. Again, tuple IDs can be used for this

purpose. The following rewriting adopts this idea.
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B’: –l~B

anc(X, Y): –par(X, Y)

anc’: —1~ant,

rnc.qp(u, +): –B’(U> +)

mc_q~(Z, +): –par(X, Z), mc_q~(X, +)

qf(ul, +, –): –mc-qf(ul, +),

anc’(Ul, U2, –)

qf(x, +, –): –rnc_q~(X, +), par(X, Z),

q:(z, +, –)

ans_anc(C, V): --q~(C, +, –), q,O(V, –),

B’(C, +)

q~(u~, –): —ant’(Ul,U2, –),

369

(assign IDs to tuples in B)

(basis rules for ant)

(assign lDs to tuples in p)

(create magic seeds)

(nonseed magic rules)

(basis modified rules)

(nonbasis modified rules)

(the answer rule)

where symbols +, -– are two special variables different from all other variables

denoted by letters. The statement B‘: –ID B assigns a unique ID to each tuple

in B. The magic set for mc _q~ (Magic set with Context information) is the

same as the conventional magic set for m _q ~, except that every magic tuple

now has the extra argument, denoted by +, that gives the ID of the initial

magic seed in B used. Similarly, the adorned relation for q! is the same as the

conventional one, except that eveq~ adorned tuple now has the second extra

argument, denoted by +, that gives the ID of the initial magic seed in B used.

Intuitively, variable + is used to partition the instantiation of magic and

modified rules so that only the tuples computed from the same magic seed can

successfully instantiate a rule. In the answer rule, the subgoal B‘( C, + ) is

added to restrict the values of variable C to only those in the relation for B.

This example illustrates the bai,ic idea of a rewriting for single binding

queries to multi-binding queries: to partition the instantiation of rules based on

magic seeds used, through the use of IDs. In the following subsections, we

consider such an extension for both our decomposed rewriting and the general-

ized magic rewriting [Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1987; Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki

1988; Unman 1988].

7.1. CONTEXT-MAINTAINED DECOMPOSED REWRITING. Before we give a for-

mal description of the extension, we need some definitions in this more general

context.

Definition 7.1.1. A multi-binding query on a predicate p is given by a pair

(pA(d), B),

where A is an adornment of p; d is a vector of binding Llai’iables, which are

distinct variables, and free variables; and B is a relation, such that

—binding variables and free variables are disjoint, and

—A has an f in a position t if d contains a free variable in position t;

otherwise, A has a b in position t,and

—B has a position for each position where A has a b.
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Let lb denote the binding variables in d. Given a program P defining a

predicate p, and a multi-binding query Q = ( p ‘(i?), B ), a tuple p(t) is in the

answer to Q(P) if and only if there exists a tuple F in B such that p(t) is in

the answer to Q ‘(P), where Q‘ is the (single-binding) query p‘( m(d)) for the

substitution o = Zb/F.

Clearly, single-binding queries are special multi-binding queries whereby B

contains only a single tuple. The following is a modification of Definition 3.2 in

the context of multi-binding queries.

Definition 7.1.2. Let P be a linear single-IDB program and let Q be a

multi-binding query on the IDB predicate p. A position p[ t ] is persistent with

respect to (P, Q) if the following condition holds for every recursive rule r in

P: (a) The same variable is found in position t of the two p instances, and (b)

this variable is found nowhere else in r unless Q has a binding variable in

position p[ t ]. pers( P, Q), or simply pers, denotes the set of persistent positions

with respect to (P, Q). persb(P, Q) or pemh denotes the set of persistent

positions with respect to (P, Q) whereby Q has binding variables.

With the above modification, Definitions 3.4, 3.5, 3.9, and 3.12 remain the

same for multi-binding queries. In Section 3, for a single-binding query Q, if Q

has a bound value in a persistent position p[t ], we can instantiate the variable

in p[ t ] to that bound value before the program is decomposed and rewritten;

that is, the calligraphic version @ of P was decomposed and rewritten.

However, we can not do the same for a multi-binding query because the

binding is given by a relation rather than a tuple. For this reason, the original

program P rather than the calligraphic version ,9 will be used for decomposi-

tion and rewriting. To ensure that the computation associated with a particular

query binding 2’ in B instantiates persistent variables to bound values only in F

(rather than in other bindings), certain modification in the rewriting is neces-

sary. Consider a recursive rule r

in e, and its projected rule II,(r)

in D,. Let V be a variable in+~ found in position p[t]. Suppose that V is also

found in ~l,..., y~ or in ~. By Definition 7.1.2, Q must have a binding

variable, say X, in position p[t]. For any binding F in B and the computation

associated with F, variable P’ in a magic or modified rule of fI, (r) must be

instantiated to the bound value of i? that corresponds to the binding variable

X. In the rewriting below, this is enforced by adding an additional subgoal

B“(..., v,... ) in each magic or modified rule of II,(r), where B“ is the
projection of B on positions persb and variable P’ is in the position of B“ that

corresponds to X’s position in Zb.

Let a= /31 ““” ~,_lx/31+1 “” ~ PCA, be an adornment in A(x), where ~, G A,
for j # i. Assume that mc.q,~, mc. q,’, and B“ are computed as m the

rewriting in Figure 2. We define

gmc.pm = mc_q~l W . . . M mc.q,?j’

M mc. q,’ Kl mC_q,~i’ . . . ~ m.c_qC~ cu B“ ,
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where M is the natural join by treating ID positions as common attributes and

all other positions as distinct attributes. Note that, unlike defining grn _p” in

Section 4, N rather than X is used here. The following notation is used in the

rewriting in Figure 2.

Q = ( pA(i7), B ) a multi-binding query, where i? is the argument vector,

A is the adornment, B is the relation giving bindings,

2, the restriction of d in positions dyrzl, for 1 s i s c,

do the restriction of din positions pers,

*ba the binding variables in d,

!!7 a vector of distinct variables having the same arity as p,

Q the restriction of ~ on a!yrzz, for 1 s i < c,

q; the bound arguments of ~ in positions pers,

persb the set of persistent positions with respect to (P, Q)

whereby Q has binding variables.

Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between positions in persb and

variables in ~j. The decomposed rewriting for multi-binding queries is given in

Figure 2.

—B” is the projecl ion of B‘ on positions persb and the ID position. p“ is the

set of tuples in p‘ that pass the filter B“ (d/, +), that is, qualify for bindings

of Q in positions pers b. For eaeh tuple in p“, the context information is

established in terms of the ID of the original p tuple and the ID of the

binding in B used. This information will be inherited by all tuples derived

from that p“ tuple.

—The magic seed rule in part Ill {computes the projection of magic seeds on

positions dyrzl, with the ID context maintained.

—The magic rule (5) is basically the same as before. The difference is that (a)

magic seed IDs are now maintained to partition instantiation of magic rules

based on magic seeds used and (b) variables found in positions persb in the

original rule are forced to be instantiated to the bound values of the used

magic seed in pc)sitions pers b. (b) is achieved through the additional subgoal

B“ (~ +). A similar change is made in the modified rules in B3.

—The &bgoal B(db ) in the answer rule is used to restrict the instantiation of

binding variables to tuples in the relation for B. Unlike single-binding

queries where bound values are contained in the query argument vector d,

in multi-binding queries the vector d contains only binding variables; these

binding variables must be bound to tuples in relation B.
—If Q has no binding variables in positions pers, then ~~ and persh are

empty, and thus, the relation for B“ is not needed. In this case, the rewriting
can be simplified by removing all rules and subgoals for B“, removing the

operand B“ in+gmc _p’, reqoving the rule for p“, replacing the ru~ for q.

with rule qo(Uo, –):+ –p ‘(U, –), and replacing the subgoal p“ (U, +, – )
everywhere with p ‘(U, –).
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Inputi A linear single-IDB program P and a multi-binding query Q = (p ‘(ill, l?) on the IDB

predicate p, such that (P, Q) is 2-D decomposable, with the program decomposition D ~,..., DC,
where D, corresponds to positions dyn,.

Outputi Magic programs MM,, 1 s i s c, each computing the relation for q}, and a nonrecursive

rule that computes the answer to Q(P) in terms of relations for qiA,.

Method Construct adorned programs D~d for each pair (D,, AL) in the standard way [Beeri and
Ramakrishnan 1987]. Assume A, is the set of adornments m Dfd. The construction of magic
programs A&i, from D~d consists of parts A, B, C below.

A. Global Initialization. This contains all basis rules in P and the following statements.

B.

p’: –mp

B’: –I~B

B“(d), +): –B’(tib, +)

P“(d +, –): –p’(ti, –), B’’(@, +).

where fib is the bound arguments of U according to A. The IDs assigned in the first two
statements do not have to be disjoint.

Local Computation. For 1 < i s c,

B1. Magic rules. II&4, contains a magic seed rule

rrrc_qj(@, +): -B’(tib, +),

where ~b is the bound arguments of U according to A, and @ is the bound arguments of ~

according to A,. For each adorned rule in Dt”d of form

9;(X): -*1)...,4, >9:(JZ)? (4)

lL4, contains a magic rule

mc-q?(xb, +): -mc_g;(@, +), 4,,,...,+, ,B’r(~, +),, (5)

where the part ~ith the B“ subgoal removed is obtained from rule (4) as in the rewriting in

Section 4, and T M the variables found in positions persb in recursive rules. (Note that all p
instances in all recursive rules have the same variable in e+a~hposition of persb because rules
in P are rectified.) If T has arity zero or if no variable in T N found outside the B“ subgoal in

rule (5), the B“ subgoal can be removed.

B2. Basis modified rules. There are two options:

Option I (Local magic filters): For each adornment x in A,, AU, contains a rule

q:(q, +, –): -mc_q;(r, +), P”(U + -),>. (6)

where @’ is the bound arguments in Q according to .x.

Option II (Global magic filters): For each adornment x in A,, M4, contains all
rules

q:(~, +, –): –gn~c_p”(fib, +), p’’(d, +, –), for a= A(x), (7)

where ~b is the bound arguments in U according to a.
B3. Nonbasis modified rules. For each adorned rule (4), MA, contains a modified rule

q~(z, +, -): -mc-q:(~, +),~,,...,~~,q:(ti, +, -), B’’(7, +-),

where the part with the B“_ subgoal removed is obtained from rule (4) as in the
rewriting m Section 4, and T N the same as in rule (5).

C. Global Assembly. The answer to Q(P) is given by the following answer rule.

arzs_p(Z’l, . . .. ZC. FO): –9:XZ’1, +, –), . . ..q(zc.c, +, –), q,)(z’(},+, –), B(d’)

where go is defined by the rule qO(dO,+, –): –P” (~, +, –). If pen = @, the
subgoalqO(20,+, – ) and the component do in the head are removed.

FIG. 2. Context-maintained decomposed rewriting.
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THEOREM 7.1.3. Let P be a linear single-IDB program and let Q be a
multi-binding query on the IDB predicate p. Assume that (P, Q) is 2-D decomposa-
ble. Then the relation for ans _p computed by the rewritten program in Figure 2
gitles the answer to Q(P).

PROOF. Observe that the computation of the rewritten program is essen-

tially a collection of computations for single-binding queries, one for each

binding in the query. Importantly, derivations of tuples are partitioned accord-

ing to IDs of bindings in relation B, and derivations generated from different

bindings do not intervenes each other. These are guaranteed by the uniqueness

of IDs and by identifying each derivation with the ID of the query binding

used. Then the correctness follows from Theorem 5.2. 10(1). ❑

Example 7.1.4. Consider the program P in Example 3.1:

rl: p(u, v, w, X,Y, z): –a(U, V, S, Z), p(S, T, W, X, Y,Z)

rz: p(u, v,w, x, Y,z): –b(W, T), p(U, V, T, X, Y,Z)

r~: p(u, v, w, X,Y, z): –c(Z, X, T), p(U, V, W, T, Y,Z)

rO: p(u, v, w, X,y, z): –q(u, v, w, X,Y, z).

Suppose that the multi-bindmg query is Q = (pbfbffb(B1, v,,

Bz, Vz, V~, B~), B ), where B, are binding variables and ~ are free variables,

and B is a binding relation of arity 3. From Example 3.7, dynl = {p[l], P[2]},

dyn2 = {P[31}, dyn~ = {P[41}, pers == {P[51, P[61}; el = {rl}, e2 = {r2}, es = {rS}.
The decomposed programs D, are tlhe same as in Example 3.10, except that the

variable Z in all rules is not replaced with any constant. Al = bf, A2 = b,
Aq = f, and AO =@; dl = (l?l, Vi), Ez = (Bz), d~ = (V2), < = (V~,B~), db =

(BI, B2, BJ+ti = (Ul,..., ‘6), ‘1 = (ul, uz), UZ = (us), us = (u~). pers” =
{p[61} and Uj = (U6). Assume that all subgoals in each recursive rule are
sips-used in constructing adorned programs. Then D ~~ cent ains the rule

q!~(U,V): –a(U, V, S,z), q!~(S, T);

D$~ contains the rule

qj(w): -- b(W, T), qi(T);

D~~ contains the rule

q;(x): –c(Z, x, T), q~(T).

Thus, Al = {bf}, Az = {b}, A3 = {f}. M, are generated as follows:

A. Global Initialization. This part contains the basis rule

p(u, v, w, X,Y, z): –q(u, v, w, X,Y, z)

and the statements

p’: ‘ID P

B’: –lDB

B“(U6, +): –B’(U1, U~, U6, +)

U U6, +, –): ‘–p’(u~, u~, uB, ui, u5, u6, –), B’’Cu69+~.p“(u~,uz,ul,ub, 5,
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B. Local Computation. First, we consider Option I. MM; contains the magic

rules

wzc_qp(ul, +): –B’(U1, U2,U3, +)

n’zc_qy(s, +): –a(u, v,s, z), nzc_qff(U, +), B’’(Z, +)

and the modified rules

qy(u, v, + , –): –WZC_qf’f(U,+), a(U, V, S, Z), qT~(S, T, +, –), B’’(Z, +)

q; f(ul, uz> +, -): -mc_q~f(U1, +), p’’(ul, U2, u,, u,, u5, u6, +, ‘).

IvL4j contains the magic rules

mc-q](Uz, +): –B’(Ui, U2, U~, +)

mc_q; (T, +): –b(W’, T), mc_qj’(w, +)

and the modified rules

q$(U~, +, –): –mc_q~(Ux, +), p’’(U1, Uz, Uz, Ub, U5, U6, +, –),

q;(l’v, +, –): –mc-qj(W, +), b(W, T), qj(T, +, –).

Note that subgoal B“ (Z, +) is ignored in the second magic rule and the first

modified rule in MA;, because Z is not found in the rest of the rules. M4~

contains no magic rules, due to the only adornment ~, but it contains the

modified rules

q{(x, +, –): –c(Z, X,7’), q;(T, +, –), B’’(Z, +)

qf(u~, +, –): –p’’(u,, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, +, –).

Now we consider Option II. Let

gmc -p hfbffb = mc_q~f N m..q~ ~ B“ ,

where M is the natural join by treating ID positions as common attributes and

all other positions as distinct attributes. ikM~l is the same as LL4~, 1 s i s 3,

except that the magic filter in the basic modified rule is replaced by
bfbffb(ul, U3, U6, +).gmc -p

C. Global Assembly. The answer to Q(P) is given by the following answer
rule

~~S_p(BI,VI,B2j~Z,~3, B3): –

q~~(B1, V,, +,-), q$(B,, +,-), qf(V2, +,-), qO(V,, B,,+,-),

B(B1, BZ, B,),

where relation q. is defined by the rule

qO(U~, U~j+, –): ‘P’’(U,, UZ, U3. U4, U5, U~, +, –).
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7.2. CONTEXT-MAINTAINED GENERALIZED MAGIC REWRITING. The general-

ized magic rewriting was extended to multi-binding queries in a straightforward

way [Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1987; Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki 1988; Unman

1988]. In particular, let Q - ( pA(i7), B ) be a multi-binding query. The follow-

ing changes to the rewriting for a single-binding query are n~eded: T~e magic

seed should be replaced by a magic seed rule of form m _p ‘(U): – B(U), where

~ is a vector of distinct variables; and the answer rule should be ans_p(d):
–p ‘(d), ll(d~), where iib “1s the binding variables in d. In such a rewriting, a

global restricting search space is generated from all bindings in the query by

magic rules, and the answer is searched within this space. In other words, for

each binding in the query the associated answer is produced by restricting the

search to this global space. It could be more efficient to partition this global

search space into subspaces according to the query bindings so that the search

related to each binding is restricted to its subspace. This is explained below.

Given a general program P, not necessarily linear and single-IDB, defining a

predicate p, and a multi-binding query Q = ( pA(d), B ) on p, we construct a

magic program that computes the answer to Q(P). Let .? be the vector

obtained by replacing each binding variable in d, if any, with any constant, and

let Q‘ be the single-binding que~y p ‘(F). Suppose that Pmg is the magic

program with respect to (P, Q‘) obl.ained from the standard generalized magic

rewriting [Beeri and Rarnakrishnan 1987; Ramakrishnan 1988; Seki 1988;

Unman 1988] for single-binding queries. We modify P“*~ as follows:

(1) Add the statement B‘: –ID B to P’”g, which assigns IDs to the bindings

in B.

(2) Replace the original magic seecl m _pA(?) in Pms with the magic seed rule

m_p A(l?, +): –B’(fi, +),

where U’ is a vector of distinct variables having the same arity as B.
(3) Augment all magic and adorned predicate instances in all magic or modi-

fied rules with an extra argument denoted by the special variable + that is

differen~ from all ~ther variables. That is, ~ach predicat~ instance of form

m_p”(X) or p“(X) is replaced by m_p”(X, +) or p“(X, +), respectively.

In doing this, there should be no confusion between the variable + and the

arithmetic addition +.

With the above modifications, each derived magic or adorned tuple now

contains the ID of the magic seed used in its derivation; and only those derived

tuples that contain the same ID, therefore, derived from the same magic seed,

can participate in a successful instantiation of rules. Then the answer to Q( 1’)
is given by the answer relation ans .p defined by

ans_p( d): –PA(Z, +), B(db),

where i7b is the binding variables in d, and p A is computed by the modified

magic program Pn’~.

8. Conclusion

It is a well-observed fact that the magic rewriting intensifies computation by

creating a large number of intermediate predicates, rules, and tuples, in search

for relevant data. Reducing the arity of predicates can dramatically cut down
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this number. By making use of the special syntax of a subclass of programs,

called 2-D decomposable programs, we presented a modified magic rewriting

that decomposes the arity of the recursive predicate and the set of recursive

rules while restricting the search space to relevant data. As a result of the

decomposition, the number of intermediate predicates, rules, and tuples gener-

ated in searching for relevant data is dramatically reduced, and a parallel/dis-

tributed computation becomes more applicable. The application domain of the

programs considered significantly generalizes important programs previously

identified for high performance evaluation. The decomposed rewriting was

extended to 2-D decomposable programs for which the query has multi-bind-

ings, that is, the binding is given by a relation rather than a tuple. Finally, by a

simple modification the generalized magic rewriting [Beeri and Ramakrishnan

1987; Ramakrishnan 1988: Seki 1988; Unman 1988] for general programs was

extended to multi-binding queries in such a way that data relevant to one

binding is not necessarily considered as relevant to other bindings. In this

paper, we have shown the use of tuple IDs as an important technique in

optimizing evaluation of programs.

Appendk A

In this appendix, we show that right-, left-, mixed-linear rules and generalized

separable recursions are special cases of 2-D decomposable programs. Impor-

tantly, we show that the right-linear, left-linear, and mixed-linear transforma-

tions in Naughton et al. [1989a] can be derived from our rewriting and

optimization results for 2-D decomposable programs, by making use of the

special syntax of these rules.

A. 1 Generalization in Definition

First, we show that right-linear, left-linear, mixed-linear rules, and separable

recursions are 2-D decomposable.

COROLLARY 1.1.1. The following recursions are 2-D decomposable programs:
(a) Right-linear rules haling at least one free position, (b) lefi-linear rules haling
at least one bound position, (c) pseudo-left-linear nl[es haling al least one bound
positiotl, (d) mixed-linear rules, and (e) a generalized separate recursion. More-
ol)er, the comjerse is not tme for each of these.

PROOF. In Definition 2.3.1, the argument positions for Y1,. . . . ~, are free

and persistent. Since n > 0, pers # 0, so (a) is proved, Similarly, in Definition

2.3.2 the argument positions for Xl, . . . . Xfil are bound and persistent. Since
m > 0, pers # 0, so (b) and (c) are proved. If a program contains both

right-linear and left-linear rules with respect to the same query, then its

recursive rules can be partitioned into equivalence classes el, ..., e,, for some

c > 1, therefore, mixed-linear rules are 2-D decomposable. For (e), it suffices

to observe that positions not in U ~=, p[n are persistent with respect to any
query and that recursive rules r, and r, are in the same equivalence class

defined by the connectivity of Definition 3.5 if and only if p,f’ = p,H. Finally,

the program P with the query Q in Example 3.1 is not right-linear,

or left-linear, or mixed-linear, or generalized separable, but is 2-D decompos-

able. ❑
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Now we show that the transformations for right-linear, pseudo-left-linear,

mixed-linear rules in Naughton et al. [1989a] can be derived from our decom-

posed rewriting and optimization results for 2-D decomposable programs.

A.2 Rigl~t-Linear Transformation

We derive the right-linear transformation of Naughton et al. [1989a] for

right-linear rules from the rewriting, in Figure 1. Assume that P is a set of rules

that are right-linear with respect to a query Q. In particular, let each recursive

rule have the form

p(X1,..., X,,,, Y,, y,):y, ): –+l,..., +k, p(W1, W~,Y1,,,~l),., ~l), (Al)

for some fixed m and n, and let the query Q be p“’]’~’’(bl, . . . . b,,,, VI, . . . . ~,),
for bound values b ~,..., b,. and free variables Ill . . . . ~,. By definitions, all n

rightmost positions of p are persistent. In the following, however, we assume

that the set pers of persistent positions contains exactly the n rightmost

positions of p. Such an assumption is “nonfatal” in that, it may treat un-

changed arguments as changed, but never the other way around. Because of

the assumption, the arity of the IDB predicate may not be reduced as much as

possible, but no error is introduced. Now it is easy to see that the version @ is

the same as P because variables 1( are distinct and are found only in positions

where they are explicitly written in rule (A. 1). We also make another nonfatal

assumption: the set of recursive rules in @ has a singleton partition {el}, that

is, block el contains all recursive rules. This may result in a decomposition of

recursive rules that is not necessarily as fine as possible, but it suffices for our

purpose of deriving the right-linear transformation. With these assumptions,

the program decomposition D, is obtained as follows: For a recursive rule

(Al) in e,, D1 contains the projected rule

ql(x,,..., xm): –tjl,... ,+k,ql(wl<., wm)m). (A.2)

The decomposed query QI has the form q~”’( b,,. ... b,.). From Definition

2.3.1, each variable ~ in rule (A.;!) is either found in subgoals *I, . . . . @~ or

oneof X1,..., X,,,. Thus, with the initial adornment b’” of ql, if all EDB

subgoals YI, ..., ~~ in recursive rule (A.2) are sips-used, as in the right-linear

transformation of Naughton et al. [1989a] only one adornment of q,, that is,

b“’, will be generated. In this case, we have the following simple construction of

magic program &Ml: For each recursive rule (A.2), its adorned rule has the

form

q’f’’n(xl,..., x,,t): –+l,..., t)k, qn(wl,l,~,,),,,),

its magic rule has the form

m_q~’n(W1, . . ..~~). –@l, . . ..#k. m_qn(X1,X1,.. .,Xn) (A.3)

with the magic seed

rr-q~m(bl, . . .. b.~). (A.4)
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The answer rule is

ans_p(b,,. ... brn,vl,yl):y l): –qp’”(b, ,.. ., bnl), qo(v[v[ , . . ..q). –).

where qO is defined by

qo(um+l, . . ..u.,, +,1) :): –p’(ul, . . ..u.,l> u,n+], qn+, ,>+), >–).

Since there is no free variable in all adorned rules, the conditions in Lemma

6.2 hold trivially for all adorned rules, and thus, the optimization in the last

section is applicable to NM,. In particular, all modified rules can be removed,

and the above answer rule becomes

ans_p(b L,..., b~l, Vi,...,):): –ll(–), qo(VL,..., >.),),

where II is defined as in Section 6 by

u ) p’(u,,..., um>qn+l, ufl, +,,,+),,-).11(–): –Wzlqy’”(ul,. ... ,,, ,

Replacing II and q. in the above answer rule with their definitions, we have

ans_p(bl, . . .. b~. V1, V~), V~): –

n’_qy’(ul, . . ..un. ), (u,,,,... ,Um, u,n+l, . . ..um+n ).),

p’(zl, . . ..z.n, V,,..., fi), ),

where ~ and Z, are distinct variables, and all are distinct from ~. Since any

two tuples in p‘ with the same ID are identical, the above rule is simplified as

an_p(bl,.. ., b,~,V1,Vm):V m): –m_q~”’(U,, . . .. U~).

p’(ul, . . ..um. vl, vn, ,)n, –).

Finally, from the definition of p‘, this rule is equivalent to the collection of the

following rules,

an_p(bl,. ... b,~,V1,~l):~ l): –nt_q~’n(X1, . . .. X.~),6( +1), . . ..d( @k).

(A.5)

one for each basis rule

p(xl,..., xnz, Y,, Yn):Yn): –*,,..., *~

in P, where 0 is the substitution (Yl /V1, . . . . Y~/V~ ). In summary, the simpli-

fied magic program MA ~ consists of all magic rules (A.3), (A.4), and all answer
rules (AS). These rules coincide exactly with those produced by the right-linear

transformation in Naughton et al. [1989a].

A.3 Left-Linear Transformation

We derive the left-linear transformation for pseudo-left-linear rules from the

rewriting in Figure 1. Assume that P is a set of rules that are pseudo-left-lin-

ear with respect to a query Q. In particular, let each recursive rule have the

form

p(xl, . . ..xm. Y1, Yn):Yp(xl, (xl, . . ..xm. wl . . . ..y. ).+,l)~, ,l)~, (A.6)
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for some fixed m and n, and let the query Q be p~’njn(bl,. . . . b~, VI,. . . . V.),

for bound values bl,.. ., b,. and free variables Vl,..., V.. From Definition

2.3.2, as for the right-linear rules, we assume that the set pers of persistent

positions contains exactly the n leftmost positions of p and that the set of

recursive rules has a singleton partition. Let $ be the substitution

(x,/b,,..., X,.\b~ ). Then the decomposed program DI is obtained as follows.
For each recursive rule (A.6) in P, D1 contains a rule

qi(y*, ..., Yn): –q,(hvl,. ... wn), o(+, ),d(+k); +k); (A.7)

and for each basis rule in P of the form

p(xl,..., xm, Y1, Yn):Yn): –lfh,,.. .,+~,

D, contains the rule

ql(yl, ..., ~): –(l(ljl),..., o(t)~). (A.8)

The decomposed query QI has tlhe form q~n(Vl,. . . . V.). Starting with the

initial adornment f n of ql, if none of EDB subgoals 0( VI ),. ... 0( ~~) in rule

(A.7) is sips-used, as in the left-linear transformation of Naughton et al.

[1989a], then only one adornment of ql, that is, f ‘*, will be generated.
Therefore, according to the rewriting in Figure 1, no magic rules are generated.

The modified rule for rule (A.7) degenerates into

q(n(y~,.... Yn, –): –q[’’(w~,..., wn,–), o(+, ),..., txvk), (A.9)

where the relation for q{” is initialized by the basis modified rule

q{ ’’(Um+l, . . .. Um+n. –): –p’(U1, . . .. Um. Um+l, Up+,,,+,,, –). (A.1O)

The answer rule has the form

ans_p(bl, . . .. b~. V1, ~,): ~,): -–q[n(V1, . . ..V~. –), qO(bl, . . ..b~. –),

with qO defined by

qo(ul>....Unz, –): –p’(ul,..., um, um+l>uw, +ti, +)i, -).

The subgoal qO(bl,..., b~, – ) in the above answer rule is redundant. This is so

because both relation q{” and rela~tion qO are projections of relation p‘ and

thus contain the same IDs. Moreover, since variable–is different from all other

variables, the ID position in predicate q[n in the answer rule is not useful.

After removing the only adornment f n and replacing p‘ with its definition, the

final program MZl consists of the following rules:

—all basis rules (A.8), which come from replacing p‘ with its definition in rule

(A.1O),

—all recursive rules (A.7), which are simplified versions of modified rules

(A.9), and

—the answer rule

CvWp(bl,. ... bm, vl, vn):v n): —ql(vl, . . ..vn).

obtained from removing the redundant subgoal qO(V1, . . . . ~,, – ) and the ID

position. This matches the rules produced by the left-linear transformation

in Naughton et al. [1989a].
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A.4 Mtied-Linear Transformation

Since the transformation for mixed-linear rules in Naughton et al. [1989a] is

based on those for right-linear rules and pseudo-left-linear rules, from the

above derivations, it is also derivable from our rewriting.
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